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I AM COUNTRYSIDE
The Wild Carrot Farmstead
BY TONYA SNYDER

Photo Credit: Denise Elam.

I

’M TONYA, AND MY HUSBAND AND six kids make up The Wild Carrot Farmstead. We farm
almost 6 acres of land that we bought three years ago. My husband and I were both raised rurally,
with farms all around. Farming our 6 acres is the beginning of my dreams of one day owning a farm
like the ones where I spent my childhood.
As life went on, I figured that my dream of running my own farm was just that — a dream. Then I
met my husband (12 years ago), living in the city. At the same time, I also met an incredible group of
homesteading mamas who ultimately inspired me.
I got my degree in holistic health science then obtained a massage therapy license.
Our first house was not the homestead that we imagined but at that time, that’s what we could
acquire. That was over 4 years ago. We then upgraded to our (now) almost 6-acre homestead where we
currently reside.
All the knowledge I gained and my lifestyle captivated others. I began teaching homesteading classes
on our urban farm, and showed people they could homestead precisely where they are right now!
About 5 years ago, debilitating chronic diseases started flaring, and my doctor's prognosis was not
good. This lit a fire for us to pull the trigger on our more extensive plan.
Jason now shared my dream, and that's how we landed here — right before COVID began.
I quit homeschooling to expand my business. The kids go to a small K-12 school that I feel is a happy
compromise. We raise fowl, sheep, alpaca, mini cattle (for meat), dairy goats (mainly), and pigs. Also, we
are tribal-registered Native Americans and believe in preserving the traditions of our ancestors.
For us, our lifestyle is all about living simply yet intentionally. Homesteading is about cutting out
worldly distractions and freeing ourselves from societal pressures. We wanted to live free and feral, and
we wanted to take back some control of what we consumed and be more in touch with nature.
I wanted to make my lifelong dreams come true. Mostly, we wanted our kids to know there was so
much more to life than shopping at stores, playing video games, and wearing the newest shoe trends.
Jason and I strongly desire to preserve our ancestors' traditional ways. We want to show our kids what
hard work is all about. Our kids need to know that the world doesn't revolve around them. Running our
farm, homesteading our land, and being parents and stewards of our acreage and animals have given us
more purpose in life than we had ever imagined!
We chose this lifestyle to leave behind a legacy worthwhile for our kids. It’s about being an active
participant IN LIFE.

Tonya Snyder
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Homesteading is about cutting out
worldly distractions and freeing
ourselves from societal pressures.
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Instagram and Facebook
@thewildcarrotfarmstead
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countryside :: a letter to readers

FROM THE

EDITOR
Gone Hunting

H

ERE WE ARE AGAIN; hunting season in
Wisconsin. For those of you who don’t know,
one of my favorite hobbies is deer hunting. I’ve
had several successful seasons, and some, not so much.
Last season was very successful for me. About a month
before opening day, I set up my ground blind in a new
spot, on the same property that I've hunted for several
years. It sat up a bit on a little hill with a large pond
behind it. There were red pines to the right and some to
the left, along with some brush. In front of it was an open
area. I was so excited about my new hunting spot and I
just couldn’t wait for opening day to arrive.
Before I knew it, it was 4:00 a.m. on opening day.
To several folks in the Northwoods, this was the most
important day of the year.
After sitting several hours in my cozy blind and
watching nothing but birds and squirrels, I finally saw
a doe run across a trail about 75 yards in front of me.
Within a few seconds, two bucks ran across the trail
chasing the doe. My heart was just about pumping out
of my chest by now! I was hoping they would circle
around and head in my direction but they were on a
mission and I never saw them again.
A little while later, there was a small deer in the
same area as the others ran through. This one was just
wandering slowly and eating tree branches. It stayed in
my view for quite some time and was so fun to watch.

HAVE AN IDEA OR STORY TO SHARE, A
QUESTION TO ASK, PERHAPS AN ANSWER TO
A QUESTION? WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

About two hours later, I saw horns moving through
the brush into the opening in front of me. This was the
moment I’d been waiting for and I didn’t want to mess
it up. With my heart pumping at what seemed like
1,000 beats per minute, I aimed and pulled the trigger.
The buck jumped and flinched, ran about 20 yards, and
dropped. After a few minutes, I went over to look at
my kill. I was very happy with what I saw and decided
to get back into my blind as I still had about an hour
before it got dark.
The next thing I knew, I heard a branch snap and
saw some movement to my left. (There went my heart
pumping out of my chest again.) I sat as still as I could
and waited for whatever it was to come into sight.
After what seemed like a lifetime, I was finally able to
see that it was indeed a deer, a small deer. But behind it
was another one that appeared to be bigger.
While waiting for the bigger one to show itself, I
heard a loud grunting noise coming from my right. It
got louder and louder and soon it walked right in front
of me! It was so close that I could have almost reached
out and touched it! It was a decent-sized deer and I
wanted to take a shot. But I had to be very careful not
to spook the other two that were so close to me. I’m not
sure how I did it, as it happened so fast, but I was able
to take a shot and the deer dropped while the others
ran off.
I decided to call it quits for the day, as darkness
wasn’t far off. I was fortunate that both deer lay very
close to the main trail so I didn't have to drag them far.
I was able to field dress them and drive my truck down
the trail to load them up.
My tags were filled, my hunting season was over,
and my heart was happy! After they hung for a couple
of days, I, along with two helpers, processed the deer
and got them in the freezer for a year’s worth of great
eating!
I am now counting the days until I can get back
into my cozy blind. My fingers are crossed that I have
another successful season.
Good luck to the hunters out there and Happy
Holidays to all!

Ann Tom

Editor, Countryside

Countryside Editor Letter
1503 SW 42nd Street,
Topeka, KS 66609
Or email: editor@countrysidemag.com

Country Conversation & Feedback

Contact us at: 1503 SW 42nd Street, Topeka, KS 66609; editor@countrysidemag.com

Shoo Sheep!

Barnyard Move on a Budget

We have a five-strand barbed wire fence that
completely surrounds our 20 acres. My neighbor has
sheep that continually crawl underneath the fence
and are wreaking havoc on our orchard, especially the
smallest trees. They are also eating our flowers, shrubs,
and even our hay inside the barn. (It is an open-fronted
barn.) Do I have any recourse?
They walk through the yard every morning doing
whatever they want and I end up having to chase
them out. But the damage is already done. The fivestrand fence is a legal fence and it does keep other
larger animals out, just not the sheep. We live in eastern
Washington state.

Our goats, Ruby and Hazel, outgrew their woodland
pen and were in need of a change. Their pen stayed in
the shade most of the day, and after it rained, it stayed
damp for several days and I began to have concerns
about their feet. They also needed some more room to
run and stretch out in the sun.
The barn lot at my mother’s place had fence lines
covered in briars and weeds. The lot itself was a
mixture of everything a goat likes. There was also
a big pile of dirt there for them to climb on from
when I improved the drainage away from the barn.
I double-checked the area for any plants that a goat
shouldn’t eat and repaired the fence in a couple of
places.
In order to move them to my mother’s land, I needed
something simple and safe, and even more important,
made from materials that I already had. I acquired
several of the 275-gallon totes (for free). These totes
have endless uses. The cages that the plastic totes sit in
would be my new goat transporters.
I simply unscrewed the bottom off one of the totes
and clamped two of them together. I added some
boards for a bottom and screwed a board to the open
end to be half of the door. Once the goats were loaded,
I screwed the other side to enclose the goats and then
double secured with a ratchet strap. I made sure that
there were no sharp edges or screws sticking through
so the goats wouldn’t get hurt.

— Brian
Hello, Brian.
I’m sorry to hear of your sheep problems. I
recommend that you install a strand of high tensile
electric fence at the bottom, though that will require
maintenance to keep the grass short underneath. If the
maintenance is an issue, then field fencing along the
bottom might be an option. It might not keep goats out
but should work for sheep.
Good luck!
— Editor
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“All problems exist in the absence of a good conversation.” — Thomas Leonard
Put first 3 ingredients in saucepan and boil 2 minutes.
On a large cookie sheet lined with parchment paper,
place Club crackers. Then sprinkle sliced almonds on
top of crackers. Pour the butter sauce over crackers.
Bake in 250 degree Fahrenheit oven for at least 1 hour
until they are golden brown, checking frequently.
Remove and place on wire rack to cool.
SPECIAL K BARS
1 cup light Karo syrup
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter
1½ cups crunchy peanut butter
6 cups of Special K cereal
1 package (6 ounces) chocolate chips
1 package (6 ounces) butterscotch chips
Place Karo syrup, sugar, and butter in saucepan.
Bring to boil, remove from heat, add peanut butter, and
stir. Then add cereal. Press cereal into a butter-coated,
9-by-13-inch baking pan. Melt chips over low heat, then
spread over cereal. Put in refrigerator until firm. Cut
into squares and enjoy.
During the holidays, my mother-in-law always made
this cake:

With the new combined cage safely strapped to my
trailer and some tree trimmings thrown in for the goats
to munch on (like peanuts on a plane), they were ready
to go.
I moved them early in the morning so there would be
less traffic and they did just fine.
— Bryan Downs, Kentucky

In Response to September/October
Question of the Month: What are your
favorite gifts/treats to make during the
holiday season?
There are one or two snacks or baked goods that only
get made around the holidays. We are always baking
buckeyes, sugar cookies, and hard tack candy. Here are
a few we only make during the holidays.
ALMOND CRACKERS
1 stick oleo
½ cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 package Club crackers
Sliced almonds (amount to your liking)

ORANGE SLICE CAKE
4 cups flour
½ teaspoon salt
1 bag of candy orange slices, cut small
2 cups chopped walnuts
1 ounce package pitted dates, finely chopped
¾ cup coconut
1 cup butter
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
1 teaspoon baking soda
½ cup buttermilk
1 cup orange juice
2 cups powdered sugar
Sift together flour and salt. Set aside. Mix ½ cup flour
with orange slices to coat. Set aside.
Cream butter with sugar, mixing well. Add eggs, 1 at
a time, mixing well. Add baking soda and buttermilk
with the rest of the flour. Then add walnuts, dates,
coconut, and orange slices. Mix well.
Pour into a greased and floured tube pan. Bake at 300
degrees F for one hour and 45 minutes.
When done, mix orange juice and powdered sugar
together. Pour over cake while still hot. Let cake set
in pan, in refrigerator until the next day, then remove
from pan. Freezes well.
— Diana Johnson, Ohio
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Searching for Arrowheads and
Projectile Points
Point collecting today is much less successful
as compared to decades ago when the mold
board plow was king. Most farmers have adopted
minimum tillage methods which eliminate plowing.
Instead of using plow shears to turn the farm
ground over season after season, seeds are planted
directly into a combination of topsoil and last
year ’s crop residue.
As a result, chances have gotten slim to discover a
bounty of Native artifacts when searching our fields.
Often, these fragile arrowheads, lance points, and
blades crafted by ancient men fell victim to our tillage
tools, tools that often damaged them severely. Yet,
what a thrill it is to find an arrowhead, broken or not,
at your feet.

A Mecca for point hunters by far was the Midwest,
termed the agricultural heartland stretching from Illinois,
Missouri, and Wisconsin, to Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, and
Kentucky. Evidence shows that indigenous peoples have
been here for nearly 20,000 years.
Nowadays, many fine specimens are found in large,
private collections and occasionally come up for
auction. Most likely, many artifacts still exist in the
possession of the older generations of our farming
communities and may eventually wind up at yard
sales, flea markets, and antique stores.
— Karin Deneke, Ohio

We want to hear from you!
November/December Question of the Month:
After the animals are fed and watered, the
family is fed, and the house chores are
completed, what is your favorite way to relax
on a cold winter’s night?
Send your favorites to us:
Countryside Editor
1503 SW 42nd Street,
Topeka, KS 66609
Or email:
editor@countrysidemag.com
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Tag us @metzerfarms to be featured

A Family Hatchery.
Year-Round Hatching
• 21 breeds of ducks
• 16 breeds of geese
• Chickens & guineas
Now Offering:
• Free Shipping
• 1-Day Shipping
to most of the U.S.

Gonzales, CA
Memphis, TN

Shipping from your nearest location

See Availability Now
metzerfarms.com
Call (800) 424-7755, scan the QR Code, or visit
our website to see our breeds and order now.
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homesteading :: wooden spoons

Make Your Own
WOODEN SPOONS

I

'VE ALWAYS BEEN INTRIGUED
by making things from scratch
or handmade items. Over the
years, I've delved into many things
including basket weaving, sourdough
breads, and even making brooms. But
woodworking had eluded me. I guess
I believed it was beyond my abilities.
This wasn't true. Carving spoons can
be a simple, fun, and rather addicting
intro to woodworking. Let's get
started.
Carving spoons requires
minimal tools and supplies: a
sharp knife, a hook knife or gouge,
and a piece of green (uncured)
wood.
An additional draw knife, hand
or band saw, bench vise, and
sandpaper may come in handy

BY JENNY UNDERWOOD
but aren't necessary. I purchased a
spoon maker's kit from Flexcut for
under $60 that included two knives
and two gouges.
To begin, cut some green wood or
ask a neighbor or arborist for green
wood cuttings. Green (uncured)
wood carves so much easier than
dry wood. Trust me on this. We
saved sections from small ash trees
that we thinned from our woods,
but you can carve spoons from
many nontoxic wood types. My
husband then split the pieces open
and we drew a pattern on them.
Pattern pieces are available online,
or just trace around a favorite spoon
of your own.
You can cut multiple pieces at
once, wrap in a plastic bag, and
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toss them into your freezer for later
use. I've also read that you can
submerge your wood in water but I
haven't tried this.
When you draw your pattern
on the wood piece, remember
you will be removing more than
one dimension. (You will be
removing wood from both the top
and the sides so you will draw both
from a top and side view but in two
different steps.) First, remove the
basic spoon pattern from above.
Then draw the side pattern of
the spoon. You may cut out this
pattern with a bandsaw, handsaw,
or hatchet. Remove as much excess
wood as you can with these larger
tools to help make your spoon
carving much more enjoyable. We

“To acquire knowledge, one must study; but to acquire wisdom, one must observe.” — Marilyn vos Savant
used a bandsaw and it worked
wonderfully.
After cutting out your spoon
blank, begin carving it down. For
safety, wear a cutting glove on your
holding hand and hold your knife
close to the blade for control. Always
be aware of where your fingers are
and never use a gouge with your leg
as the backstop. You will be cutting
toward yourself, so use short, careful
strokes. Brace the spoon against
your chest, locking your cuttingarm elbow against your side. This
range of motion and control prevents
accidents.
To thin the handle, you may either
carve completely with the knife or
place it into a bench vise and utilize
a draw knife to thin it down. The
draw knife method cuts cleanly
and quickly. However, if you don't
have one, you may hold the spoon
blank over your leg and using a long
shaving motion, move your knife
down the handle on the blank. You
will put quite a bit of force into this,
but it's important to NOT bite off
too much wood at once. Only catch
a small amount of wood each time
you shave down. Not only is this
much safer, but it's much easier to
carve. Thin it down to your desired
thickness, remembering that you can
always take more wood off but can't
put it back.
To work the spoon part, you will
want to work the outside of the bowl
first. This can be done with a rasp,
knife, or saw. Finish with the knife in
short, careful strokes. Take your time.
Always look at the wood grain and
allow it to lead your cutting. In some
spots, it may be necessary to cut in
one direction and then switch and cut
in the other direction for a smooth
cut. I found this to be especially true
where the handle joins the bowl and
on the inside of the bowl.
To carve out the bowl, use your
gouge or hook knife. Take small
cuts and keep a close eye on your
thickness. You don't want to go
through your spoon bowl! The
more careful your cuts are, the less
sanding you'll need to do. It's really

Flexcut draw knife.

You can easily make a leather-padded vise for building wooden spoons.

This IS Energy Independence.
Outdoor Wood
Furnace

Payments as low as*

$130/mo

• Most efficient - Classic Edge HDX models have the highest efficiency of
EPA-certified stick wood burning appliances.**
• Easiest to operate - Industry-exclusive FireStar® controller takes all the
worry and guesswork out of wood heating.
• Easiest to maintain - Fast, easy maintenance with see-through, full-access
design and patented Easy View® Heat Exchanger with hinged door.
Apply for Financing Now at

CentralBoiler.com > Explore > Financing/Incentives
*At participating US dealers only. Loans provided by EnerBank USA, Member FDIC, (1245 Brickyard Rd., Suite 600, Salt
Lake City, UT 84106) on approved credit, for a limited time. Repayment term is 144 months. 9.99% fixed APR, effective
as of March 2022. Minimum loan amounts apply. The first monthly payment will be due 30 days after the loan closes.
Payment shown for Classic Edge 360 Titanium HDX. **As of 8/30/22, compared to outdoor appliances with a maximum
output greater than 300,000 Btu/hr. ad7829
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homesteading :: wooden spoons

To get started, you need a good
sharp knife, a hook knife or gouge,
and a green piece of wood big
enough to carve a spoon out of.

up to you how thick or thin you
want your spoon to be. A thinner
walled spoon is lighter and dries
quicker.
After your spoon is basically
finished, you may temper it. This is
simply boiling it in a pot of water
to help meld your fibers together
and produce a stronger spoon. I
boiled mine for about 10 minutes
total and turned it halfway (at 5
minutes) if it was taller than my
water depth.
Remove from the water, wrap
in newspaper, and allow to dry
naturally. Then do any finish
sanding and you’re ready to seal
it. I used food-grade walnut oil but
you can use any food-grade finish
or beeswax. With the walnut oil
apply a thin coat, then let it dry for
at least 24 hours. Wipe off excess
with a soft cloth then apply another
coat. Allow to dry again for 24
hours and wipe clean. Now you’re
ready to use it.
Handwash your wooden spoons
and apply more finish as needed
to reach your desired end product.
Add more coats for a darker finish
or add a natural gloss finish. You
can also leave it as a plain wood
and it will darken naturally with
use and time.
If properly cared for, they could
be handed down to the next
generation.
So, if you’ve been itching to
take up a new hobby, or ready to
take that leap into the world of
woodworking, there’s no better
place to start than with a spoon!
JENNY UNDERWOOD is a
homeschooling mama to four
lively blessings. She makes her
home in the rural foothills of
the Ozark Mountains with her
husband of 20 years. You can
find her reading a good book,
drinking coffee, and gardening
on their little fifth-generation
homestead. She blogs at
www.inconvenientfamily.com
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DR Leaf & Lawn Vac
®

Still #1 in Vacuum Power…Now #1 in Capacity! *
USA

ENGINEERED AND BUILT
Assembled in the USA
using domestic and
foreign parts.

Tow-Behind

Walk-Behind

NEW!

• Rated #1 in Vacuum Power • The ONLY powered vac
that directly fills bags
• NEW PRO MAX model
for curbside pickup
holds up to 450 gallons—
* the

largest capacity in a
residential leaf vac

• All models newly
redesigned with up to
20% more capacity
EASY 1-hand dumping!

!

S

E
AL

FREE
SHIPPING

S O M E L I M I TAT I O N S A P P LY

• Folds flat for storage

• Collects & mulches
up to 50 lbs of
leaves
• Includes onboard caddy
for extra bags

DRleafvac.com
Request your FREE Product Catalog!
Toll Free: 888-212-1186
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THE DEATH OF
KNOWLEDGE
BY PATRICE LEWIS

W

HEN I WAS A YOUNG
TEEN, I read a sobering
statement: Most
Americans would starve to death
standing next to a cow in a field of
ripe wheat.
In other words, most people
don’t have the faintest idea how
to obtain food from elemental
sources. A hundred years ago,
there were very few people — even
in urban areas — who wouldn’t at
least have an idea what to do with
a cow and some wheat. Today…
not so much.
It’s impossible to underscore the
impact that statement had on my
life. It made me determined never
to be that ignorant.
More recently, I attended a
gardening seminar during which
the speaker said something
similar: “Humans are
the only species on the
planet too ignorant to feed
themselves.”
Every living thing on
the planet knows what it
takes to get food. If they
don’t, they die. But we’ve
“evolved” past the need
to grow or raise anything we
consume. Many of us have become
too advanced and civilized to be
caught with our hands in the soil or
our feet in a cow patty. Let someone
else do the dirty work. We’re too
smart to feed ourselves.
“After about World War II,”
said the gardening speaker, “most
of us lost the intergenerational
knowledge and wisdom to grow or

raise our own food, and turned this
critical component over to megacorporate ‘experts.’”
It was the term “intergenerational
knowledge” that caught me. How
much intergenerational knowledge
has been lost?
Today, mega-corporations provide
us with genetically modified foods
and prepackaged meals full of
unpronounceable ingredients year
after year, decade after decade. It’s
gotten to the point where there are
entire generations of people who
have no idea where eggs and meat
come from, who are suspicious
when they see a dusting of dirt on
a potato, and who think raw milk
will kill them. These are the people
who would starve to death standing
next to a cow in a field of ripe
wheat. These are the people whose

efforts provide the elemental
ingredient for many foods people
purchase daily. But if fuel was not
available to power those combines,
planting and harvesting those vast
miles of grain would be, literally,
impossible.
It wasn’t always this way. For
thousands of years of civilization,
mankind honed untold hundreds
of survival skills. How to build a
home from raw materials. How to
make a fire without matches. How
to hunt animals with only the most
primitive of tools. How to make
those primitive tools. How to raise
crops, harvest them, and preserve
them through the upcoming year.
The list of skills is endless.
But we've forgotten thousands of
years' worth of skills in one century.
A hundred years ago, many of
our forebears still lived on
farms without electricity.
They knew how to get
through a year without
depending on (too many)
external sources for their
everyday needs. They
cut their own firewood,
provided their own ice
(throughout the year), wove
their own cloth from spun wool
they sheared off their own sheep,
butchered their own animals,
harvested their own fields and
gardens, preserved their own
harvest … the list goes on and on.
When one generation dies, they
take their combined wisdom with
them unless younger generations
take the time to learn it. But when

Don’t be the kind of person who
would starve to death standing next
to a cow in a field of ripe wheat.
eyes widen with wonder the first
time they taste homemade bread or
pick a sun-warmed strawberry …
because they’ve never had REAL
food before.
We live in wheat country. Every
summer we watch million-dollar
combines march slowly across
the landscape, vacuuming up the
monocultures of wheat with eerie
precision and efficiency. Their
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younger people decide it’s not
necessary to learn “old ways”
because technology will always
be there — or when the older
generation wants an easier life for
their children, so they don’t pass
on their skills — then those skills,
methods, and expertise disappear,
sometimes forever.
I won’t deny there’s a reason
technology has replaced old-time
skills. Technology is better. It’s
faster, cleaner, easier, and more
productive. Billions of people have
clean water, abundant food, and lifesaving medical treatments thanks to
modern technology.
But what have we lost as a result?
What happens when a society is so
acclimated to modern technology
that they are unable to survive its
absence? Where would we be if
modern technology disappeared? All
it takes is the flip of a switch. If we
lose power, we lose technology. If no
one knows the old-fashioned skills,
methods, and expertise necessary to
bridge the gap between technology
and starvation, what then?
In first-world countries,
technology has allowed us to ignore
or work around nature. In the last
hundred years, the age-old human
necessity of working with the cycle
of reaping and sowing — and
preparing for lean times — has fallen
into disfavor and even ridicule.
Just-in-time (JIT) deliveries keep
our store shelves full. E-commerce
offers near-instant gratification.
Overseas manufacturing makes
everything we want and ships it
to our doorstep. And for decades
we’ve gotten away with it.
This complacency has resulted in a
lot of the time-tested methods of food
preservation, husbandry, building,
sewing, metal working, carpentry,
and other basic self-reliance skills
being forgotten by everyone but a few
dedicated specialists. And this makes
us intensely weak and vulnerable.
It just takes a burp in the smooth
flow of goods and services (as we’ve
discovered in the last couple of years)

to remind us how helpless we truly
are without those “antiquated” skills.
If we consider the possibility
of losing the power grid in this
nation, it's scary to think of
how many people — nearly all
of us — would be left utterly
without recourse. We've allowed
our lives to get too comfortable
and too dependent on outside
sources (notably electricity) so
we no longer have to obtain
life's necessities through our
own personal efforts. Without
electricity, we would be hungry,
thirsty, in the dark, and unable to
use the toilet.
All this is why we became smallscale homesteaders. We are trying
to recapture the merest sliver of
the astounding body of knowledge
mankind has honed and accrued for
hundreds of generations.
I urge everyone to embrace
some aspects of this wealth of

disappearing information. Don’t
be the kind of person who would
starve to death standing next to a
cow in a field of ripe wheat. Don’t
let knowledge die.
PATRICE LEWIS is a wife,
mother, homesteader,
homeschooler, author, blogger,
columnist, and speaker. An
advocate of simple living
and self-sufficiency, she has
practiced and written about
self-reliance and preparedness
for almost 30 years. She is
experienced in homestead
animal husbandry and smallscale dairy production, food
preservation and canning,
country relocation, home-based
businesses, homeschooling,
personal money management,
and food self-sufficiency.
Follow her website
www.patricelewis.com or blog
www.rural-revolution.com.
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8 Frugal Tips to Keep
the Holidays Simple
BY RHONDA CRANK

F

OR MANY PEOPLE, it's
critical to get back to basics
and keep expenses down
during the holidays. It’s not as hard
as you might think. These eight tips
can keep the holidays frugal and
simply wonderful!
The holiday season will soon be
upon us. Some people get drawn
into the hustle and bustle of the
seasons but desire to change all
that. You can avoid the overwhelm
of the holidays by using these tips
to keep them simple so that you can
enjoy the season!
1. Don’t Be Afraid of Using
Alternative Gift-Wrapping
Options
You can use the Sunday comics
for wrapping gifts to keep them
bright and colorful. Brown
wrapping paper is cheap and can
be stenciled or drawn on to make a
personalized visual treat.
If you are not the artistic type,
like me, colorful stickers are a great
way to personalize gifts. You can
add the recipients' favorite colors
and themes to make it meaningful.
I like to purchase retro Christmas
stickers and Christmas colors of
twine to decorate plain brown
paper for wrapping gifts.

2. Recycling and Reusing Gift
Wrappings
I am not talking about re-gifting.
What if you forget who gave it to
you and you give it back to the
same person? Yikes!
But reusing gift wrap, ribbons,
bows, and tags from gifts you have
received throughout the year is a
great way to stay frugal.
Put them all into one box and
store them somewhere out of the
way until you're ready to wrap
gifts.
3. Repurpose Holiday Greeting
Cards
Reuse last year’s Christmas cards.
Those lovely pictures shouldn’t go
to waste. Cut the front off the card
and use it in all kinds of ways!
• Turn the front of the card into a
holiday greeting postcard.
• Add a ribbon around the edges
and using them as gift wrapping
decorations or labels.
• Use them as a door prize handout
by writing a number on the back.
• Use them as part of playing fun
holiday games.
• You can also create decortions
by attaching them to a string of
Christmas-colored yarn, twine,
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or even tinsel. Decorate hallways,
fences, walls, or above the mantle
for a meaningful decoration that
welcomes guests throughout the
season.
Just collect all your cards and
save them in your wrapping box for
use next holiday season.
4. Craft Your Own Cards and
Envelopes
Go to an art store and buy an
envelope maker with glue. You
can use these to create different
envelopes from newspapers,
handouts, and used wrapping
paper!
5. Homemade Gifts Say it Best!
If your budget is limited this
year, bake cookies, cupcakes, cakes,
or breads. Most of these items can
be cooked earlier and frozen until
needed. Put them in a gift bag, put
a sticker on the bag, and you're
done.
6. Secondhand and Flea Market
Finds
Secondhand stores are filled with
unique items. You never know
what you might find. Where else
are you going to find a toy that
hasn’t been made since 1982 that

holds a cherished memory for your
recipient?
What about that person
that loves collecting antiques?
Secondhand stores and flea
markets are a good place for
finding the perfect gift.
7. Holiday Meal Preparation —
Quality Over Quantity Saves
Time and Money!
Serve the main course, two or
three side dishes, and one or two
desserts. Add a nice bottle of wine
and enjoy!
We often overcook, overeat, and
consume leftovers for weeks. Cook
less and enjoy more!
Another idea is to go with a
potluck. Plan the menu and have
each guest bring one or two items
off the list. When the meal is done,
have each guest wash out their dish
and fill it with leftovers to take with
them.
8. Create Decorations With
Nature and Food
Leaves, berries, pinecones,
fruits, plants, etc. all make great
decorations. Tea lights, candles,
bowls filled with strings of white
lights, or just the lights themselves,
enhance any scene.
Decorate with food: cookies
or treats in holiday bowls or
a snowman made with petite
sandwiches garnished with carrots
and lettuce.
Clean pinecones, add a scent,
and put in Christmas netting for a
great decoration and parting gift for
visitors.
Preserve and decorate an
apple with cloves as an aromatic
decoration and takeaway gift.

RHONDA CRANK is a Southern-born farm girl. Going barefoot in the
garden, working with her animals, and all things homesteading bring
her joy. She and her husband are organic homesteaders using wisdom
and skills their grandparents taught them, with a little modern ingenuity
mixed in. In 2014, Rhonda created The Farmer’s Lamp in response to
the many questions they were being asked about their lifestyle. Her
passion is sharing their experience and how-to-knowledge through
her website, books, videos, and articles. They desire to help others on
their own homesteading journey.

Simple. Fast.
Take the hassle out of backyard chicken
processing. Plucking a chicken by hand can
take as long as 30 minutes.
Yardbird has revolutionized this painstaking
and messy process. With the Yardbird, you can
fully defeather two birds in 15 seconds or less!

Features:

Hands-Free Irrigation Ring
1.5 HP Electric Motor
Removable Tub For Cleaning
Simple Debris Collection

Avoid overwhelming holidays by
remembering to keep them simple
so they are simply wonderful!
Happy Holidays!
Visit www.yardbirdpluckers.com
1160 8th Avenue | Cumberland, WI 54829 | 800-345-6007
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Contradictory
Confidence With
Homeschooling
BY WREN EVERETT

E

VERYONE WHO
HOMESCHOOLS their
children will, at one point or
another, encounter The Questions.
Whether from the mouth of a
well-meaning friend, a meddling
mother-in-law, or an antagonstic
neighbor, you’ll hear something
along the lines of:
“How will they get a job?”
“Aren’t your kids sheltered? How
will they socialize?”
“Didn’t you hear that story about
those homeschooled kids who
ended up totally messed up?”
Regardless of the nature or
motivation of your inquisitor,
homeschooling parents need to have
one thing in place: contradictory
confidence. This is the foundation
you’ll plant your feet on when push
comes to shove, when the questions
get too personal or probing, and
when the criticism jabs you from
unexpected angles.
Samuel Thayer coined the term
“contradictory confidence” in his
excellent foraging book, Nature’s
Garden. He uses it as a measurement
for the surety required before an

intrepid forager adds a new plant to
their repertoire. It is a deep conviction
and knowledge that you've made
the right choice, even if a hundred
people try convincing you otherwise.
For the purposes of this article (and
my own life) I’ve transposed the
concept to homeschooling endeavors.
Homeschool Contradictory
Confidence, then, is the deep-seated
knowledge that homeschooling is
best for your kids and your family,
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no matter what opposing arguments,
anecdotes, or antagonisms people
bring against you.

How Do I Build Up
Contradictory Confidence?

Why have you chosen
homeschooling? Maybe you don’t
want to miss out on your kids’
childhood years. Maybe you want
your kids to be spiritually guided
in the way you feel is right, rather

than the confusing crucible of public
schooling. Maybe you’ve previously
been part of the school system, and
you don’t agree with how it’s ran.
Maybe you want a holistic education
that connects to your land and
animals, preferring a hike through
the forest and a splash in the stream
over hours glued to a seat. Whatever
the reason, use it as an anchor. You
don’t need to bring out this reason
in every conversation, but having
that conviction in the back of your
mind will help you withstand the
inevitable questions.
To lay this solid foundation, go
through some mental and spiritual
preparation. Just as pro athletes
get “in the zone” before a big
game, or performers have their
rituals before they go out on stage,
a homeschooling parent needs to
prepare their mind before interacting
with people who don’t support or
understand their homeschooling
endeavors.

How Do I Use Contradictory
Confidence?

Calibrate your responses. Follow
through on your claims but express
them to a degree calibrated to the
person confronting you.
For random passers-by criticizing
your brood of youngsters being
out on a school day afternoon,
don’t sweat it. Some busybodies
feel compelled to say something.
Contradictory confidence can buoy
you above their words.
For a concerned, nonhomeschooling friend, perhaps
your confidence can help them see
beyond the “horror stories” they’ve
heard. Hopefully they listen to what
you have to say and realize that the
majority of homeschooled kids turn
out fine.
For a meddling relative, respond
to their critical asides or endless
“suggestions” with maturity. You
may need to use that confidence to
calmly, privately confront them or
express your boundaries.
If you are questioned by a

trusted person with homeschooling
experience, perhaps you won’t
need that confidence armor after
all. Instead, listen to what they have
to say, and see if you could benefit
from their advice. Just because
we’re armored against the folks who
“don’t get it” doesn’t mean we’re
immune to learning and improving.

Don’t Overshare

It can be tempting to document
your efforts to prove your success
to others. And in our era of social
media, it’s almost second nature
for us to divulge intimate details
to the internet's unblinking eye.
Endless photos of our children and
descriptions of sources are fodder
for critics. They might not see the
wonder on your boy’s face as he
holds up a frog he found while
doing a stream survey: they might
only see his worn-out sneakers and
faded hand-me-downs.

Considering
Homeschooling?
Christian Light curriculum
helps you homeschool while
keeping up with the whirlwind
of everyday life.

Ask for a free
curriculum catalog.

1-800-776-0478
CHRISTIANLIGHT.ORG/HOMESCHOOL
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+
350
recipes
Lushly Illustrated With
Color Photographs
JAMS, JELLIES, PICKLES, SALSAS, AND MORE!
Organized by technique, The All New Ball Book of Canning and
Preserving covers water bath and pressure canning, pickling,
fermenting, freezing, dehydrating, and smoking. Straightforward
instructions and step-by-step photos ensure success for beginners,
while practiced home canners will find more advanced methods and
inspiring ingredient twists.
Tested for quality and safety, recipes range from much-loved classics
— Tart Lemon Jelly, Tomato-Herb Jam, Ploughman’s Pickles — to fresh
flavors such as Asian Pear Kimchi, Smoked Maple-Juniper Bacon, and
homemade Kombucha. Make the most of your preserves with delicious
dishes, including Crab Cakes garnished with Eastern Shore Corn Relish
and traditional Strawberry-Rhubarb Hand Pies. Special sidebars highlight
seasonal fruits and vegetables, while handy charts cover processing
times, temperatures, and recipe formulas for fast preparation.

Item #8030 | $24.99

Find out more at Shop.IAmCountryside.com
or call 970-392-4419.
Please mention code MCSPAMZ2.
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Be Innocent But Wise

In the face of criticism, you may
feel victimized, attacked, and overly
defensive when you’re trying to
give your kids their best chance.
As someone who has weathered
a heaping helping of unsolicited
advice, out-of-the-blue antagonism,
incorrect accusations based on
assumptions, and just plain mean
people, I’ll conclude this article with
these hard-won “don’ts.”
• Don’t lie about what you’re
doing. When the truth comes out,
you will appear suspicious, even if
there’s nothing suspicious about it.
• Don't immediately adopt advice
from everyone who acts interested
in what you're doing. It may work
for them but not work for your
family.
• Don’t feel pressured to answer
every single question.
Finally, don’t let the criticism make
you feel ashamed. Keep in mind that
teaching your own children is the
best choice for them.
WREN EVERETT and her
husband quit their teaching
jobs in the city and moved
back to the land on 12 acres
in the Ozarks. There, they are
learning to live as modern
peasants: off-grid, as selfsufficient as possible, and
quite happily.

find your

FREEDOM

®

Our nationwide team of experts have helped clients find the perfect country
properties for over 95 years. Take advantage of our unmatched expertise today.

CHARMING RESIDENCE - Statesboro, GA

FARMHOUSE LIVING - Pantego, NC

BRICK RANCH HOUSE - Sunbury, OH

Settled on 6± acres, this beautiful
home offers 3-bedrooms and
2.5-bathrooms, a formal dining room,
sizable and updated kitchen, a large
deck, fenced yard and so much more.

This cozy farmhouse-style, 3-bedroom,
3-bathroom residence is an excellent
place to call home. Features include an
open floorplan, a screened off porch
and a cozy log fireplace.

Featuring a pond and 5 acres, this
home has incredible views of the
countryside from the back yard.
Minutes to town and an easy commute
while still private and peaceful.

#

#

#

PEACEFUL ACREAGE - Sulphur Springs, AR

TILABLE LAND & TIMBER - Palmyra, IL

SCENIC HOMESTEAD - Okolona, MS

With multiple ponds, live water, 53±
acres, storage sheds, a barn and a
4-bedroom, 3-bathroom home, this
property is a rare opportunity that you
don’t want to miss.

Set among timberland and tillable
farmland, this home boasts privacy
and serenity on 35 acres. Manicured
trails, food plots, farm crops and
ponds are found throughout.

Situated on 18± acres of beautiful land,
this large home features 6-bedrooms,
3.5-bathrooms, a spacious garage and
a storage building that is currently a
home to horses.

#

#

#

10088-65514 | $439,000

03104-00218 | $840,000

32111-46531 | $235,000

12024-28615 | $399,000

34048-45098 | $524,900

23052-72802 | $580,000

SELL THE LIFESTYLE YOU LOVE
Leverage your love of country and lifestyle properties
and explore career opportunities with United Country
Real Estate. As the nation’s leading seller of lifestyle
and non-urban properties, we can give you the tools
you need to succeed. Contact us today.

816.255.9551

|

JoinUC@UnitedCountry.com

Find many more lifestyle, recreational & country properties at

UCCountryHomes.com

|

800.999.1020
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Breeder Queen
Selection
STORY AND PHOTOS BY KRISTI COOK

Assessing for honey production need not be complicated with a simple selection of “who's the tallest?”

W

HETHER YOU NEED ONE OR SEVERAL,
raising honeybee queens is an exciting
adventure that anyone can master with some
practice. However, raising quality, well-mated queens
capable of carrying a colony through the seasons
with vigor requires careful attention to a few details.
The trick is to determine which qualities are the most
important to you and then locate a queen that meets
most, if not all, of those items on your wishlist. Here's
a short guide to what to look for when assessing for a
breeder queen and what you can expect along the way.

What is a Breeder Queen?

A true breeder queen is reared under highly
controlled conditions and bred for particular traits
such as hygienic behavior and varroa resistance.
Professional queen breeders commonly employ
artificial insemination in mating to ensure the resultant
queens carry these specific traits. Genetics are also
controlled by flooding the areas surrounding mating
yards with concrete gene pools in what is often a highly
orchestrated management program. The resultant
queens typically have price tags running into the
hundreds or more; this is not what we are talking about
here.
Instead, this guide is for beekeepers interested in raising
anywhere from a handful of queens to a few hundred.
So while your area may not have a controlled gene pool
as most of us keep our bees in everyday locations, that is
okay because high-quality queens are readily reared each
season in just these locations across the country.
So, don't believe you have to buy a fancy breeder
queen — although that would always be nice — to raise
your high-quality queens. Instead, you can use your own
personally selected breeder queen from your colonies.

Custom Select Traits
Checking for varroa resistance both with mite counts and when
inspecting drone brood helps in the selection of queens when these
attributes are desired. However, to obtain these traits consistently, a
highly managed queen-rearing operation is often required.
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So you can't custom select genetic traits without a
lot of high maintenance management. But you can
control the queen you select. Luckily, some of her
daughters will carry the specific genetics for which you
selected the queen mother. Then, if mated with drones

“To be successful, one has to be one of three bees: the queen bee, the hardest working bee, or the bee that does not fit in.”— Suzy Kassem

also carrying the genetic material needed (if a drone
is required to activate the desired trait), the daughter
queen will produce offspring that exhibit at least one
or more of these traits. And if she doesn't, you can
always raise replacement queens until you decide one
is a keeper. That's a significant part of the enjoyment of
raising queens — this variability and the quest for the
nicest queen.

Temperament

When selecting any trait, I prefer watching a colony
for an entire year before deciding. This complete cycle
automatically tests for winter hardiness and winter
food consumption. However, most importantly, this
time allows me to assess each desired trait under every
condition thrown at them during the year under our
local conditions.
For instance, when selecting for temperament, I want
to know if they are docile when they have plenty of
food stores. Then I determine how they respond to
dearths, no smoke, and even rough handling as I sell
bees to many newbie beekeepers. Should a colony emit
too many guards, warnings, or stings for my liking on
any given day when food stores and all other elements
are intact, they get a little note written on the lid with
the date. If this action is repeated twice, the queen is
culled and replaced with much glee. Again, this is part
of the beauty of raising your own queens.

However, if honey production is a concern, it's a
good idea to allow potential queens to produce honey
for an entire season before selecting a queen based on
honey production. Some queens, such as Russians,
will naturally reduce brood rearing and thus food
consumption during dearths, while others will eat
through several boxes of honey before the next honey
flow begins. This feast and famine cycle determines
a colony's overall harvestable honey production, so I
like to keep careful tabs on how much each potential
mother colony is producing from spring through fall
before making my decision.

Spring/Brood Buildup

The speed that a queen grows her colony is of utmost
importance to those in honey production and those in
nucleus production. After all, large colonies produce
the most honey and produce the most bees for nuclei.
This spring buildup is often the final determining factor
when selecting for queen production.
However, selecting for buildup isn't as simple as
choosing a queen from a large colony because genetics
only play a partial role in a queen's laying ability.
This is where location comes into play and is the part
of the queen-rearing process most out of the smaller

Honey Production

First or second on most beekeepers' preference list,
honey production is often a non-issue for others. The
reason is simple — these folks raise bees to assist with
the pollinator troubles. So if this is you, no worries.
This is not a necessary trait to assess for in a colony,
provided that colony can still bring in enough food
stores to get them through each season with whatever
feeding you are willing to supplement.

Raising queens is one of many exciting skills to learn in beekeeping.
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beekeeper's range. If an area doesn't have a sufficient
drone pool flying to the Drone Congregation Areas
(DCAs) to mate with virgin queens, then those queens
will not have enough sperm to lay large quantities of
fertile worker eggs for any length of time. Those queens
will falter and be superseded within a very short time.
So while you most certainly can select for buildup, be
aware that you control only a portion of the trait.

KRISTI COOK lives in Arkansas, where every year
brings something new to her family's journey for a
more sustainable lifestyle. She keeps a flock of laying
hens, dairy goats, a rapidly growing apiary, a large
garden, and more. You can find her sharing sustainable
living skills through her workshops and articles when
she's not busy with the critters and veggies.

Varroa Resistance/Hygienic Behavior

Resistance to varroa and hygienic behavior are the
two most difficult traits to select for when raising
queens on a small scale. These two traits require the
queen and the drone to carry the genes to become
active. But since drone pools are not typically flooded
with these genetics in most regions, the assurance of
displaying these traits is limited at best. However, by
bringing in the desired stock to the area, the chances of
hitting the lottery with varroa resistance and hygienic
behavior without artificial insemination or massive
drone flooding could become a more reliable possibility.
But this is where management systems change, and
queen-rearing operations become more complicated.
Raising your queens from your stock is one of the most
enjoyable tasks in beekeeping. With careful selection,
you can play a crucial role in determining how your
operation responds to the seasons without needing
expensive, specialized breeder queens. So take good
notes and raise a few queens, and you may find you
have the best bees for your operation.

Fresh is Good. Healthy is Better!
Enjoy fresh smelling and healthy stalls and
pet habitats when you put Sweet PDZ
odor control products to use.
#1 Stall Deodorizer

38 Years & Counting.

25 lb. & 40 lb. / Powder & Granular
10 lb. / Granular

3.5 lb. / Granular
Superior and fast-acting odor control and ammonia neutralization
for use in horse stalls and all pet habitats. Ensures a safe, hygienic
and healthy environment free of toxic levels of ammonia.

www.sweetpdz.com • www.sweetpdz.com/healthy-world-pet-deodorizer • www.sweetpdz.com/coop-refresher • 800-367-1534
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MANURE

Worth Its Weight in Gold

A

SK ANYONE WHAT THE
MOST valuable product
from livestock might be,
and you’ll get a list of delectable
answers like eggs, milk, or meat.
But for the modern back-tothe-lander or gardener seeking
self-sufficiency, the true answer
may be a bit more basic and a
lot less appetizing: manure. Yes,
that stinky, straw-laced stuff that
needs to be mucked out, scooped
up, and scraped off may be the
most important thing our animals
contribute to our land. You may
think I’m waxing hyperbolic, but I
hope to convince you otherwise.

1. The Nutrient Cycle

In many of the wild places of the
earth, nutrients go through a closed
loop, much like the water cycle. The

BY WREN EVERETT
beginning and the end is the soil,
where plants grow, where they are
eaten, where droppings land, and
where dead material collects.
In a healthy system, fertility is
never removed. Instead, because of
the recycling work of microscopic
life in the soil, it is maintained or
steadily increases, allowing both
plant and animal life to thrive in
their season.
In our agricultural past, some
cultures understood the value
of the soil and the nutrient
cycle. Farmers of Forty Centuries
is a record of one such case,
a fascinating portrait of 19th
century farming in Japan, China,
and Korea. Farmers in those areas
maintained fertility on land that
had been farmed for thousands of
years by scrupulously collecting
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and returning nutrients —
compost, manure, night soil,
and canal dredgings — to soil
that could have been otherwise
depleted by their constant activity.
In the recent past, the cycle has
been broken into disassociated
bits. Wasted food is sent to
landfills, feedlot manure is shoved
into stinking containment ponds,
toilets flush to sewage treatment
plants and waterways, and leaves
are piled in plastic bags at the
curb. Modern culture continues to
eat food from plants and animals,
but we have largely forgotten
(or never learned) how to return
nutrients to the soil like we once
did.
On your land, that doesn’t have
to be the case. If you have animals
by your side, a garden, and a desire

“The fairest thing in nature, a flower, still has its roots in earth and manure.” — D. H. Lawrence

for self-reliance, you have all the
pieces needed to put the loop back
together.

2. Securing the All-important
Harvest

The first order of harvesting
manure is laying down all-natural
bedding. Thankfully, bedding
options are vast and aren’t simply
constrained to the plastic-packaged
bales at the feed store. Dried grass
clippings, fallen autumn leaves,
hulls and shucks from grain
processing, waste hay that isn't
moldy, and straw are likely the most
widely available.
Second, merely allow animals to
do what they do best: poop. You
can then lay down fresh bedding
regularly if you opt for a more
deep-bedding method, or remove
and replace it as needed to control
odors and flies.
Third, and most importantly,
always have a designated, useful
location for the the soiled bedding.
Some will need to be placed in
a compost pile for a year or so
(more on that soon), while others
can be applied immediately to the
land as a nutrient-dense mulch or
tilled in as an amendment before
planting. This is best done as soon
as the areas have been mucked out
to prevent the ubiquitous manure
monolith that grows behind so
many barns.
Fourth, lay down fresh bedding
and keep the cycle flowing.

Now, even when soiled, some
mammal bedding can be quite
dry. I found that reusing it as
bedding for waterfowl will moisten
it thoroughly and allow it to
decompose more efficiently.

Chicken, Pigeon, and Guinea
Fowl Manure

The manure from these birds
is “hot,” meaning it is so rich in
nitrogen that it can overwhelm
plants if applied fresh. Age or hot

compost it for at least a winter, if
not longer, to make it safe to spread
on your food plot.
I keep rings made of woven
wire fencing around my poultry
houses and fill them throughout
the year. Once a ring is full
enough, it gets capped with a
layer of soil and left to sit through
the winter. Come spring, I use
them as raised beds for hungry
plants like tomatoes, eggplants,
or squash.

Pioneer™

Dual Direction Rear Tine

3. Poo-Poo Primer

Not all manure is made equal,
so here are some tips on how to
manage some common droppings.

Rabbit, Goat, and Sheep
Manure

Rabbit, goat, and sheep manure is
thought of as "cold," meaning it can
be applied to gardens and around
trees as soon as you have harvested
it. Horse and cow manure should
at least be allowed to fully dry out
until flaky.
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Humanure
requires at least
a year (or two)
of composting
before being
spread on the
land for sanitary
reasons.

Waterfowl Manure

Duck and goose droppings are
closer to “cold,” meaning you
can apply them straight to your
plantings. I use goose bedding as
one of my main garden mulches, and

have found it to be a truly excellent
layer in a hügelkultur mound.

Humanure

I know the thought may be a
bit shocking at first, but human

Your Comprehensive Guide
to Successful Welding

A practical, visual resource
for welding in the farm, home,
auto, or school workshops.

Item #11356 $24.99

Order by calling 970-392-4419 or visiting Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promo code: MCSPAMZ2.
Price does not include shipping and handling.
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manure is also a great source of
land fertility, and one that we
produce regularly, like it or not.
Humanure requires at least a year
(or two) of composting before being
spread on the land for sanitary
reasons. The specifics of building
a humanure processing system are
beyond the scope of this article,
but Joseph Jenkin’s Humanure
Handbook, free online (https://
humanurehandbook.com), will give
you as much detail as you could
possibly need.
Before you completely write this
one off, bear in mind that you may
already be buying human-sourced
land fertility and just not realize it.
Some fertilizers, often sold under
catchy names like “Dillo Dirt” or
“Milorganite,” are the processed
sewer solids from municipal water
sources. If you had a choice (and we
all do), I imagine most folks would
rather use their own waste than
the collective excreta of a city of
strangers.
As I often say, to waste waste
is a waste! I hope that these ideas
and tips help close the nutrient
cycle on your own land, leading
to more frugal living, richer
harvests, nutritious soils, and
healthy residents, both animal
and human.

Inspired by the traditional art of sourdough bread, our new limited- edition color Sourdough
celebrates the beauty of a craft that lasts for generations. For decades, we’ve been perfecting our
own craft with Montana-made mills that help you grind whole grains, nuts, coffee, and seeds for
healthy living. Every GrainMaker mill comes built by hand and backed with a heirloom guarantee.
Made in Stevensville, Montana U.S.A ~ grainmaker.com ~ 855-777-7096 ~ 406-777-7096
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REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE IS
MORE THAN JUST
A BUZZWORD
BY VIRGINIA MONTGOMERY

M

ANY OF US SEE
buzzwords in modern
homesteading such
as permaculture, no-till, and
regenerative agriculture, and we roll
our eyes. I see it in my own family
when I discuss how we need to
change the way we farm and even
care for our own yards.
We see these words and think,
“Oh, they’ve done another marketing
tactic again!” Honestly, this was me.
Call homesteading whatever you
want. Whether you want to say you
run an organic farm or whatever.
Regenerative agriculture is more
than just a buzzword, though.
We are in a crisis when it comes to
our food security, climate change, and
so many other issues that are a direct
result of commercial agriculture.

What is Regenerative Agriculture?
This is a way of growing food
with the most minimal amount
of damage to the land. The goal
is to generate food and help the

ecosystem in the process. Essentially,
it is the same as permaculture. The
distinction between the two is that
permaculture is for small scale
without changing the landscape but
regenerative agriculture is a larger
scale.
The idea was initially coined
by Indigenous Americans and
later adapted into modern usage.
It is a philosophy where we as
growers recognize the vital part our
ecosystem plays in our lives, and
thus we work with the ecosystem
rather than against it.
Regenerative agriculture (permaculture) can be used in many ways
including your own backyard.
Permaculture allows the farmer
or homesteader to use various
methods that work synergistically.
Think of the three sister garden
method that the Indigenous
Americans coined.
Similarly, with regenerative agriculture, you improve the soil rather
than take from it.
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Why Should Regenerative
Agriculture Matter to Me?

Some people do not understand
the importance of improving the
soil. With modern agriculture,
crops rapidly deplete soil nutrients.
Eventually, the land becomes barren
and then erodes with rain.
By working to improve soil rather
than taking from it, we mitigate
issues that modern agriculture can
have on the planet.
Healthier soil grows healthier
crops that often don't need
pesticides or additional fertilizers.
Another main focus of
regenerative agriculture is
biodiversity. By focusing on
biodiversity, we provide more food
sources to beneficial creatures like
bees.
Permaculture can also be viewed
in the same light. As our need for
food and farmland grow, so does
the need for change. Permaculture
and regenerative agriculture are
great for that!

D ESIGNED.
ENGINEERED.
REMARKABL E VALU E.

Permaculture also lessens food
waste by creating compost for
future soil.
Starting permaculture with your
garden and homestead is relatively
inexpensive and can be an easier
way to do most of the work. Your
garden and animals should work
for you. Chickens till my garden
and turn my compost. This creates
less work for me and they fertilize
these areas at the same time.
I have known others that use
poultry in tractors to reduce
flies, ticks, and other bugs. This
can help eliminate the need for
pesticides. Commercial regenerative
agriculture avoids pollution from
chemicals washing into waterways.

Ways to Start Regenerative
Agriculture or Permaculture

I always tell people to start small.
Get a few chickens and learn to
tractor them. These chickens can help
ready beds for your future garden.
For those of you already growing
your own food, try implementing
permaculture methods into your
everyday life. These can be as
small as composting or as large as
running chickens behind your cows
to help spread their manure.
Every small change can make a
large difference when it comes to
our food system.

Conclusion

Overall, the current environmental
strain is harsh, and regenerating soil

can help slow climate crises.
Starting today is the best plan of
action and these beneficial articles
will help you get started:
https://www.iamcountryside.
com/growing/winter-wheat-thegood-of-grain/
https://www.iamcountryside.
com/growing/crop-rotationbenefits/
https://www.iamcountryside.
com/growing/best-manure-forgardens/
https://www.iamcountryside.
com/growing/mulching-benefitsall-year-long/
VIRGINIA MONTGOMERY
is a writer out of Pensacola
Florida, where she is currently
pursuing a Bachelor's in
English Creative Writing and
writing her first book. She
is a 4-H alumni and looks
forward to when her three
children come of age to share
her passions with! Her family
currently raises Columbian
Wyandottes and gardens.
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.
com/mwlite/in/virginiamontgomery-a96b2a176

Portfolio: https://www.clippings.
me/virginiafmontgomery
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Getting to Know the Good and
Bad Reptiles for Your Garden
BY NIGEL ROBERT

R

eptiles and amphibians are
known to be beneficial for
your garden, but how do
you know which species are good
and which ones aren’t? There are
thousands of different species in
North America alone, and it can be
difficult to determine which ones
you want to have around. Luckily,
it is usually pretty easy to find out
which animals you should encourage
to make their homes in your garden.
It is also relatively easy to
encourage these animals to hang out
in your garden. Adding shady areas
to hide, readily available water
sources, and even basking spots can
help attract reptiles and amphibians.
Providing the right conditions will
make sure that your garden is a
utopia for any and all herpetofauna.

Are Reptiles and Amphibians
Good for Your Garden?

Reptiles and amphibians are a
perfect addition to any garden. Toads,
lizards, frogs, slugs, caterpillars,
moths, and even spiders have proven
to be great at controlling pests and
often are considered an alternative
for synthetic pesticides. On the other

hand, snakes are great for controlling
mammalian pests like mice, rats, and
even some larger invertebrates.
Not only do reptiles and
amphibians prevent pests from
taking over your garden, but they
are also not a threat to your garden
itself. Snakes, frogs, and toads are
considered true carnivores and do
not eat any form of fruit, vegetables,
or leafy plants. Because of this, you
don’t have to worry about reptiles
and amphibians targeting your plants
for food. Many common wild lizards
in North America are considered
omnivores and will occasionally eat
plant material, though they primarily
feed on insects. Even though they are
omnivores, they pose little danger to
your plants, and the pest control they
provide still makes their presence in
your garden a positive thing.

How to Attract Reptiles and
Amphibians

Generally, if you want to attract
reptiles and amphibians to your
garden, you should make it a
hospitable environment. The first way
to do that is to create shelters. This
can be rocks, logs, dense plants, or
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even overturned pots. Creating shady
shelters will ensure both reptiles and
amphibians feel safe within your yard.
Another way to attract these animals
is by having water readily available
in bowls or water dishes throughout
your garden. For amphibians, this is
particularly important as they need
moisture to keep their skin healthy
and to breed. For reptiles, providing
large rocks that they can use to bask
will help them utilize your garden
space as well.

Good Reptiles and Amphibians
for Your Garden
What is considered a “good”
reptile and amphibian will depend
on where you live. Thankfully, there
are plenty of harmless reptiles and
amphibians across North America
that would be happy to call your
garden their home. Generally, almost
all reptiles and amphibians are
considered good for your garden.
For amphibians, toads like the
American toad (Anaxyrus americanus)
are common across the United States
in a variety of environments. They
are generally brown in color with
prominent bumpy skin and a lighter

colored line down the center of their
back. Tree frogs in the family Hylidae
are also very common in the U.S. and
are usually bright green and easy to
identify.
For reptile species, there are a
variety of lizards and snakes that
are good for your garden. Mostly
small, insect feeders will be ideal
lizards for your garden. This
includes species like Anoles in the
genus Anolis and fence lizards in
the Sceloporus genus that are very
common across North America
and perfect for pest control. In fact,
you have likely seen these species
around your home already! Anoles
are usually green with a brightly
colored (usually red, pink, blue, or
orange) flap of skin called a dewlap
on their chin that they can flair out.
Fence lizards are usually brown,
black, and tan patterned with spiky
scales and patches of blue or green
on their underbelly or neck.
Snakes may be scary to see in
your garden, but most species are
completely harmless and will help
you keep rodent populations in
check. Rat snakes, in the genus
Pantherophis, are a very common
species seen across North America
and, as their name suggests, they
primarily eat rodents — especially
rats. These snakes can get three to
five feet long and are usually dark
brown or black in color with a light
cream underbelly. If you have a
problem with rodents, seeing a rat
snake in your garden is the perfect
solution. Corn snakes, ring-necked
snakes, and brown snakes are
some other very common species
that mainly eat pests and will be
wonderful to have in your garden.

Bad Reptiles and Amphibians
for Your Garden

There is a very limited list of
reptiles and amphibians that are
considered “bad” for your garden,
and the list almost entirely consists
of dangerous or invasive species. For
reptiles, snakes that are venomous
are not ideal for your garden.

Though they usually do control
pests as well as their non-venomous
relatives, the danger that they
pose toward humans makes their
presence unwanted. Rattlesnakes,
Copperheads, Cottonmouths, and
Coral snakes are the only venomous
snakes present in North America
and if seen in your garden, you
can call a specialist to remove and
relocate the animal safely.
As far as “bad” amphibians,
the list is even shorter. Most
amphibians are harmless and
effective in pest control. There are
a few invasive species of toad that,
while not harmful to your garden
directly, are extremely harmful
to the surrounding animals and
environment. Cane toads (Rhinella
marina) are a large, aggressive,
invasive species of toad that has
made its way into the U.S. and are
currently established in Florida.
These toads get 5 to 9 inches long
and are usually brown in color with
a cream-colored underside. They
also usually have very large, raised
parotoid glands behind their heads.
If an invasive species is found in
your garden, it can be removed from
your garden and killed.
Keeping the “bad” reptiles and
amphibians out of your garden
will be a bit difficult as any
measures you take to keep them
out will also keep out the “good”
species. Usually, the easiest
method of keeping the “bad”
species away is by relocating them
far away from your garden when
found.

and amphibians are good for your
garden though there are some to
look out for. Venomous or invasive
species are some of the few species
that you won’t want to hang out in
your garden and luckily, relocation
of the individual by a professional
can often solve the problem.
What species are you looking
forward to seeing in your garden?

NIGEL ROBERT is a lifelong
reptile lover, biologist, and
wildlife consultant. He has kept
many reptile species including
Leopard Geckos and Ball
Pythons and has had hundreds
of encounters with wild species.
His goal is to provide trustworthy
and comprehensive advice to
anyone who may encounter wild
or pet reptiles.

Conclusion

Amphibians and reptiles are some
of the best animals to keep in your
garden. Not only is simply seeing an
adorable wild frog or fence lizard a
joyful occasion, but they also provide
valuable pest control services for your
garden. These species are relatively
easy to coax into your garden by
providing suitable shelter, water, and
basking spots.
Generally, most species of reptiles
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SCRATCHING THE SURFACE OF
TREE COMPLEXITY
The Vascular System
BY MARK M. HALL

I

LOVED GROWING UP in the shade of massive,
old sugar maple trees, whose mighty branches
stretched up to the sky. For many generations,
they stood guard over my parents’ early 19th-century
farmhouse and, on countless occasions, withstood the
harshest elements. They seemed more like gigantic
statues than living things, ever-changing and growing.
Even today, as I study the anatomy of trees, I am
amazed by how much takes place inside a tree, given
its dense, rigid nature.
From our exterior vantage point, we may be tempted
to think that very little is happening within a tree. It is
wood, after all — hard, thick, unyielding, and securely
locked into the ground by its roots. The derogatory
expression of one’s lack of intelligence with terms
such as “blockhead” and the description of one’s stiff,
awkward character as “wooden” only further enhance
this false impression of limited activity inside trees.
Surprisingly, a vast degree of commotion occurs
beneath a tree’s hard, protective bark. An intricate
labyrinth of machinery, known as the vascular system,
is busily working there. It is a large, complex web of
tissues that transports water, nutrients, and other support
materials throughout the plant.
This fascinating network is comprised of two main
vascular tissues. One of them, phloem, is located on the
inside layer of the bark. During photosynthesis, leaves
use sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water to produce
sugars called photosynthates. Although these sugars are
produced only in the leaves, they are needed for energy
throughout the tree, particularly in areas of active growth
such as new shoots, roots, and maturing seeds. The
phloem transports these sugars and water up and down
and throughout the tree in separate perforated tubes.
This movement of sugars, called translocation, is
thought to be accomplished partially by pressure
gradients that pull the sugars from an area of lower
concentration to an area of a higher concentration and
partially by cells within the tree actively pumping
sugars into areas where they are needed. Although this
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might sound quite simple on paper, these processes
are amazingly complex, and scientists still have many
questions despite extensive research on this topic.
Sugars are also transported for storage purposes.
The tree relies on its availability each spring when
energy is needed to produce new leaves before the
tree can resume photosynthesis. Storage locations can
be found in all different parts of the tree, depending
on the season and the tree’s growth phase.
The other major vascular tissue inside trees is the
xylem, which primarily transports water and dissolved
minerals throughout the tree. Despite the downward
force of gravity, trees manage to pull nutrients and
water up from the roots, sometimes up hundreds of
feet, to the topmost branches. Again, the processes
that accomplish this are not entirely understood, but
scientists think that transpiration has a role in this
movement. Transpiration is the release of oxygen in the
form of water vapor through tiny pores, or stomata,
present in the leaves. This tension creation is unlike
sucking a liquid through a straw, pulling water and
minerals up through the xylem.
Particular xylem provides an intensely sweet
breakfast topping that many people, including yours
truly, consider essential. Maple trees are tapped in late
winter or early spring to collect sugary sap from the

xylem. Once boiled down, the thick, sticky solution
becomes the delicious maple syrup that covers our
pancakes, waffles, and French toast. Although phloem
usually moves sugars, xylem transports those stored
during the previous growing season. This provides the
tree with the energy it needs after a dormant winter,
and it provides us with maple syrup!
As trees grow, phloem and xylem expand, thanks
to groups of actively dividing cells called meristems.
Apical meristems are found at the tips of developing
shoots and roots and are responsible for their extension,
while the vascular cambium, another type of meristem,
is responsible for the increase in the tree’s girth.
The vascular cambium is located between the xylem
and phloem. It produces secondary xylem toward
the pith, at the tree’s center, and secondary phloem
outwards, toward the bark. The new growth in these
two vascular tissues enlarges the tree’s circumference.
The new xylem, or secondary xylem, begins to surround
the old or primary xylem. Once the primary xylem is
completely enclosed, the cells expire and no longer
transport water or dissolved minerals. Afterward, the
dead cells only serve in a structural capacity, adding yet
another layer to the strong, rigid heartwood of the tree.
Meanwhile, the water and mineral transport continues
in the newer layers of the xylem, called the sapwood.
This growth cycle repeats every year and is recorded
naturally inside the tree. Close examination of a cross-cut
trunk or branch section is revealing. Not only can its age
be determined by counting the annual xylem rings, but the
varied distances between rings can recognize differences in
yearly growth. A warm, wet year may allow better growth
and display a wider ring. A narrow ring may indicate a
cold, dry year or inhibited growth from disease or pests.
A tree’s vascular system is complicated, and
researchers still have many questions about exactly
how and why it functions. As we continue to study our
world, we increasingly discover fantastic complexity,
with a myriad of perfectly placed pieces working
together to answer some need or perform some function.
Who “wood” have known?
MARK M. HALL lives with his wife, their three daughters,
and numerous pets on a four-acre slice of paradise in
rural Ohio. Mark is a veteran small-scale chicken farmer
and an avid observer of nature. As a freelance writer, he
endeavors to share his life experiences in a manner that
is both informative and entertaining.
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Beef
Composites
and Breed
Definition
Hybrid Vigor:
Cattle Breeding to
Attain Heterosis
for the Best Beef
BY HEATHER SMITH THOMAS

T

oday we frequently hear
the terms crossbred, hybrid,
composite, synthetic — when
referring to breed definition — and
we often wonder exactly what these
terms mean. Some of these names
are used interchangeably, especially
when speaking of new lines of cattle
in which a planned mating method
is designed to combine the desirable
traits of two or more breeds into one
animal, but these terms do not all
mean the same.
Because of the advantages of
hybrid vigor (heterosis) gained
when utilizing crossbreeding in a
beef production program, almost
every major breed has jumped on
the bandwagon to get in on the
action by creating and promoting

composites that utilize their breed
definition as one of the components.
They come up with fancy names
for these composites — Amerifax,
Limflex, SimGenetics, Stabilizers,
Rangemakers, Balancers, Southern
Balancers, Chiangus, Equalizers
— and it’s like trying to choose
between brand names at the grocery
store.
So what exactly is a crossbred or
a composite animal? Technically, a
crossbreed is an animal produced
by breeding two purebred parents
of different breeds. The term can
also refer to an animal produced
by breeding a crossbred animal
to a cow or bull of a third breed,
or might even refer to the result
of mating two crossbred animals
with each other. The term crossbred
generally refers, however, to the
first generation produced by mating
animals of different breeds.
By contrast, a composite is an
animal produced after several
generations of selective crossing
with two or more breeds, to come
up with a uniform group of animals
that have a fixed percentage of
each of those breeds’ definitions.
Examples of composite breeds
of cattle that have been around
a long time include Beefmaster,
Brangus, Santa Gertrudis, Red
Brangus, Braford, and so on. These
composites have now become
accepted as uniform types of
cattle that combine some of the
advantages of the parent breeds
and still retain a certain amount of
heterosis.
Some composites have their own
breed associations, with herdbook
and registration of association
members’ cattle. Many of the
original composites in the U.S. —
like Brangus and Santa Gertrudis
— were formed with a specific
goal in mind. The purpose was to
create beef cattle that combined
beef-production qualities of British
breeds with the heat tolerance and
insect resistance of Brahman (Bos
indicus) cattle so these hybrid
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animals could thrive and be more
productive in our southern climates.
Some of the newer composites
have been created to simply
produce a cattle breed definition
with more hardiness and better
performance in a variety of
environments, taking advantage
of the feed efficiency/gainability
and increased fertility of the hybrid
animal and seeking to blend the
best (most desired) features of two
or more breeds.

Heterosis

Hybrid vigor, also called
heterosis, is a phenomenon
associated with crossing two breeds
or species. A well-known example
of the latter would be the crossing
of a horse and a donkey to create a
mule, or crossing bison and cattle
to create a hybrid animal that some
people have called beefalo. By
crossing two different breeds or
species (or sub-species), we are able
to create breed definition traits in
the offspring that are superior to or
stronger than those of the parents.
For instance, crossbred cows
tend to be more fertile (reaching
puberty sooner and breeding back
quicker after calving) and to have a
longer life of productivity, producing
more calves in their lifetime, than
purebred cows of either parent
breed. Crossbred bulls are more
fertile and tend to be more active
and vigorous than bulls of the parent
breeds. Crossbred calves are hardier
and have a higher survival rate due
to their stronger immune systems.
They tend to gain weight faster and
more efficiently, and adapt more
readily to harsh environments.
Research has shown that part of
the reason crossbred animals are
hardier than purebreds is because
of a stronger immune system.
Animals that embody heterosis
tend to develop better immunity
when vaccinated or exposed to
disease, and crossbred cows supply
their calves with more antibodies
in their colostrum — which in turn

“I feel very strongly that we need to give beef cattle a really good life. When they go to slaughter, it needs to be painless.” — Temple Grandin

keeps the calves healthier through
the risky days of early calf-hood.
After the passive immunity wears
off, a crossbred calf builds strong
immunity of his own. This all adds
up to higher survival rate in calves.
Heterosis beneficially influences
breed definition traits like feed
efficiency and longevity, which
are important to beef production.
In general, the more diverse the
breeds being crossed, the greater the
heterosis we see in the calves — as
when crossing Brahman or other
zebu-based breeds (Bos indicus) with
British breeds or European breeds
(both of which are Bos taurus).
Greater heterosis response is also
gained when crossing British breeds
with European breeds than when
crossing them among themselves,
since the British breeds are more
closely related to one another than
they are to most European breeds.
All “breeds” were originally
created with some degree of
inbreeding and linebreeding to
“fix” certain desired traits that were
seen in the foundation animals. A
breed is essentially a closed group
of cattle, to maximize uniformity
and to exclude infusion of any
other traits. Keeping a breed “pure”
always limits the genetic potential
of these animals over time. These
traits include lack of hardiness, less
immune response, less vigor.
Inbreeding has the potential to
double up recessive genes in the
limited gene pool, or undesirable
traits that result from mutations.
Mutations occur in humans and
animals all the time, but rarely cause
problems unless doubled up by
breeding related individuals that
both carry the mutated gene from the
common ancestor. Inbreeding limits
variety and increases the probability
that inherited defects will crop up.
By inbreeding during the early
history of a breed to establish
uniformity and “fix” certain
desired traits, some degree of
beef production potential (the
opportunity for maximum growth

and vigor) was sacrificed. Thus
crossbreeding is the opposite of
inbreeding. It opens the door
for wider breed definition,
genetic variation and results
in heterosis, which in simplest
terms is essentially the recovery
of lost potential — the reversal
of accumulated inbreeding’s
depression of traits. In just one
generation, the crossbred offspring
exhibit the greatest degree of what
was lost (in growth and vigor)
through many generations of pure
breeding within a closed gene pool.

True Composites Take Many
Years to Create

A true composite is not easy to
develop because it requires several
generations and a large population
of cattle for the right breed definition.
A composite animal is produced by
mating crossbred animals of similar
breeding; the breed mix in both the
sire and dam is the same, and has been
standardized into a predictable blend
over several generations of breeding
crossbred to crossbred. The animals all
have the same percentage of specific
breeds — whether half-and-half, or 3/8
and 5/8, or some other fixed percentage
of two breeds, or a specific mix of
three or more breeds.
One example would be the MARC
(Meat Animal Research Center)
composites, such as the MARC II,
which is a blend of cattle breeds that
produce individuals that are half
British and half European breeds.
Leachman Rangemaker is a composite
that is ¾ British (a certain blend of
Red Angus and Black Angus), and
¼ European (a blend of Terentaise,
South Devon, and Salers). Another
composite example would be the
Leachman Stabilizer that is ¼ Red
Angus, ¼ Hereford, ¼ Gelbveih and
¼ Simmental. Another example is
the Noble Line, in which the genetic
components are approximately
equal amounts of Gelbveih, Angus
and Brahman blood. Many popular
composites are in use today, including
blends of Angus-Gelbvieh, Angus-

Salers, Angus-Chianina, and many
other combinations of British and
continental breeds.
The key to creating a reliable
composite that retains a certain
percentage of heterosis (and not
losing it to inbreeding) is to maintain
a large enough foundation herd
size to adequately represent the
genetics of each breed used —
without doubling up those genetics.
Inbreeding/linebreeding has to be
avoided in future generations to
maintain high levels of heterozygous
genetics and heterosis.
Whenever a composite is formed,
there is always some loss of heterosis
and breed definition when the
crossbreds are mated to one another,
but once the composite is established
and the herd is closed (just mating
the composites — animals that all
have similar breed blends — with
one another) the resulting heterosis
will be consistent and constant.
Unless the population of animals in
the composite groups is very large,
however, inbreeding will eventually
reduce the effect of heterosis.
If the composite was formed with
foresight, a complementary blend
of breeds, planning, and adequate
numbers, use of a composite can
simplify the goal of producing
cattle utilizing heterosis. It can
be a feasible, low-management
alternative to traditional
crossbreeding schemes.
Advantages of composites include
the ability to take advantages of
desired traits in several breeds,
offsetting the weaknesses of
one breed with the strengths of
another, and targeting a specific
environment with cattle that
can do well in that environment
— along with some retention of
heterosis over time and subsequent
generations. For instance, a fourbreed composite tends to maintain
75% of the hybrid vigor you’d see
in a first-generation cross, and will
retain it indefinitely if the composite
population is large enough to avoid
inbreeding.
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African
Swine Fever
BY REBECCA SANDERSON

A

RICAN SWINE FEVER IS
A viral disease that does not
sicken humans but affects
the hog family and is 100% fatal in
domestic pigs. While it originated on
the African continent, it has spread
across Asia and Eastern Europe,
especially in recent years. While
it had been eradicated from the
western hemisphere for 40 years, it
was recently reintroduced and found
in Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
How does it spread and what does
this mean for homesteaders?
A viral disease, African Swine
Fever affects the vascular system.

Found within the classification of
hemorrhagic fevers, it causes the
infected animal to hemorrhage,
or bleed out internally, often
accompanied by a high fever. There
are roughly 20 subtypes of African
Swine Fever ranging from mild to
severe in their presentation. Severe
forms are characterized by blotchy
skin, bloody diarrhea, vomiting,
and fever followed by death usually
within a week. So-called “mild”
types have less obvious symptoms
— weight loss, swollen joints, skin
ulcers, and pneumonia. However,
“mild” or “severe,” all result in
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death, whether quick or slow.
It is vital to reduce and eliminate
the potential spread of African Swine
Fever. While it has never been found
in the United States so far, anyone
who works with or around pigs
ought to know the classic signs and
symptoms. These include high fever,
decreased appetite, weakness, red
blotchy skin, skin lesions, diarrhea,
vomiting, coughing, and difficulty
breathing. You can report animals
with these symptoms to the USDA for
testing. When handling a potentially
infected animal, remember that with
ASF, anything coming out of that
pig is infected, especially the blood.
Vomit, diarrhea, blood, or meat can
spread this deadly disease.
Why do you need to worry or be
aware of this? African Swine Fever
spreads easily and rapidly. It can be
transferred via your clothes or boots
when you visit a farm or butcher
shop, or it can survive for months in
pork products made from the infected
animal. When visiting countries
in which African Swine Fever is
currently found, do not bring home

any clothing or shoes that you wore to
visit a farm with pigs, butcher shop,
meat market, or area with wild boars
as they are often infected without
symptoms. Something as innocent as
bringing home some sausage could
potentially introduce African Swine
Fever if it was not completely cured
and a pig eats even a small portion
from the garbage.
We have witnessed with the recent
avian influenza outbreak across
the U.S. how a disease like this can
spread and impact our lives through
the loss of our own livestock or
the prices at the grocery store
increasing due to massive culling.
It is estimated that if African Swine
Fever were introduced and allowed
to spread in the U.S., within 10 years,
it would cost between $10 to $80
billion to deal with and eradicate the
disease between loss of livestock,
testing, and disinfecting areas to be
used with swine again.
The USDA works with the
Coast Guard to eliminate potential
spread to the U.S. The Coast Guard
monitors people transporting
animals illegally. This monitoring
is especially vigilant around Puerto
Rico because of its close proximity
to the Dominican Republic which
does have active ASF infection. Even
though Puerto Rico has not had any
confirmed cases of African Swine
Fever, all pork must be treated before
being shipped from Puerto Rico
to the mainland U.S. They are also
vigilant about any trash from ships
being handled properly to prevent
contamination here.
Why should you care? Even if
you are not prone to visiting farms
across the world, you should still be
aware of African Swine Fever and
its ramifications. It is up to you to
protect not only your own animals,
but also your neighbors'. No one
wants to be known as the neighbor
who brought in an illness that killed
someone else’s livestock. Healthy
animals are productive animals and
often equal either money or food.
What can you do? You hear it all

African Swine Fever spreads easily and
rapidly. It can be transferred via your clothes
or boots when you visit a farm or butcher
shop, or it can survive for months in pork
products made from the infected animal.
the time: practice good biosecurity.
Good biosecurity means that you
don’t take your farm’s germs to
other farms and don’t bring germs
from other farms back home to
yours. Have not only separate
shoes but also designated clothes
for doing farm chores. Don’t wear
those clothes elsewhere. When you
have visited a farm, animal market,
butcher shop, or anywhere else in
which excrement or bodily fluids
from animals may come in contact
with you in any way, immediately
change when you get home.
Disinfect your shoes and wash
those clothes. While sunlight will
eventually kill the virus that causes
African Swine Fever, it depends
on the viral load for how long that
takes. Some strong disinfectants
also kill the virus with a few options
available to the general public.
Most heavy-duty disinfectants
are restricted in their usage. Even
though disinfecting is an option,

prevention is 100% better.
Editor’s note: This article has been
written and vetted with the help of
veterinarians, and published in both
Countryside and Grit magazines,
in efforts to raise rural awareness of a
disease that can impact commercial pork
operations and small-scale homesteads.
REBECCA SANDERSON
grew up in a very small town
in Idaho with a backyard full
of chickens, goats, sometimes
sheep and ducks, and other
random animals in addition to
the cats and dogs. She is now
married with two little girls and
loves the homesteading life!
Her husband is very supportive
(tolerant) of her continued
experiments in making many
items from scratch and he
even helps sometimes.
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Safe Ways to

Restrain a Horse
BY HEATHER SMITH THOMAS

H

ORSE OWNERS ENCOUNTER situations when
a horse must be held still for a procedure that
might be unpleasant for the horse. A well-trained
horse might stand still because he trusts the horseman,
whereas a high-strung, untrained, or spoiled horse might
vigorously protest or try to get away — and some type of
restraint is necessary to hold him still.
Some horses are afraid, suspicious (and won't
stand still), or stubbornly fight the treatment or
action because they've made a habit of being evasive
whenever anything upsets them. Some type of
restraint is necessary to make an unpleasant task more
manageable or to make it safer for you or the horse.
Even if the procedure is not painful, if the horse thinks
it might be, they may be evasive or uncooperative.
Different horses have different levels of tolerance and
may require different types of restraint.
Some horses resent the application of a twitch, for
instance, and fight it (if twitching was done wrong
in the past), yet can be adequately restrained by
grabbing the loose skin in front of the shoulder with a
squeezing/twisting motion, or twisting an ear. Other
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horses are ear shy and that's the last thing they'll let you
grab. For horses that are difficult to restrain, a device
called a Stableizer often works.
Whatever restraint method you choose, it should
be applied quickly and properly, so the unpleasant
procedure can be done quickly and the restraint
removed. An improperly applied twitch or lip chain
can do more harm than good. The horse might seem
restrained until the procedure is begun (wound
treatment, vaccination, eye medication, passage of a
nasal tube), and then react explosively. If the restraint
device is only partially applied, there's more chance of
it coming off when the horse explodes, with potential
injury to the handler and horse. A restraint device
should be used correctly, or not at all. An inadequately
or improperly applied restraint enables the horse to
resist, and they will do so again in future attempts. A
painful or too-forceful application of a restraint will
also make the horse harder to deal with the next time.
Be careful when applying a twitch or lip chain; some
horses strike out with a front foot or sling the head
when a restraint is attempted. Stand to one side so that

if the horse rears, strikes, or throws its head, you can
get out of the way. If another person is helping, both of
you should be on the same side of the horse. Then, if
the horse tries to kick or becomes unruly, you can pull
their head in a direction that will move their body away
from the person they're endangering.
Restraint methods can’t take the place of good
training, which produces trust and good manners. A
good relationship with a horse can nearly eliminate the
need for physical or chemical restraints (sedation). Yet
there are times we don't have this ideal situation and
must rely upon a restraint.

COMMONLY USED RESTRAINTS
TWITCH: The traditional twitch is a wooden handle
15 to 30 inches long, with a loop of rope or chain attached
to one end. To put a twitch on a horse, stand to one side of
their head, put your hand through the loop, take hold of the
horse's upper lip, then slide the chain or thong over your
hand and around the lip. While putting the loop over the
nose, you can tuck the handle under your arm to hold it.
The handle is then twisted until the loop tightens
around the lip. Your goal is to achieve maximum control
while causing minimal distress; turn the twitch just
enough to make the horse stand quietly, and no more.

If the horse starts to move or react to what else is being
done to them, the twitch can be tightened a bit more.
To remove it, put your hand on the upper lip, and
as you untwist the chain or thong, massage the lip,
rubbing the area that was twisted. Continue rubbing
until the horse relaxes, leaving the horse with a good
attitude about the experience. When properly applied,
the twitch immobilizes the horse due to the release of
endorphins, decreasing the sensation of pain. The horse
appears sedated and their heart rate slows.
Newer versions of the twitch are metal and clamp onto
the upper lip and to the halter, so you have both hands free
to work on the horse. These are easy to use, but safest if
held by someone rather than affixed to the halter. If it comes
off the nose, the horse is no longer under control and the
twitch dangling from the halter can become a flying missile
or deadly weapon if the horse throws their head.

SKIN TWITCH OR SHOULDER TWITCH:

This requires no tool. Simply grasp a large quantity of loose
skin on the neck, just in front of the shoulder. Squeeze as
hard as you can, with some twisting action. This tends to
immobilize a horse, due to the release of endorphins that
calm them. This type of restraint can be quite effective
on young horses or foals. Grasping a handful of skin at
the juncture of the neck and shoulder, and rolling your
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knuckles forward so a fold of skin is pulled over your
fingers, can help keep them from moving forward or
striking out. You can use both hands for more control.

HAND TWITCH: Grasping the horse's nose with
your hand and twisting or pinching the upper lip works
well on some horses (and is easier than trying to put a
twitch on an evasive nose). Usually, once you get hold
of the nose, the horse stands there as if twitched. This
restraint is humane because you cannot put enough
pressure on the nose with your hand to hurt them. The
disadvantage is that they can pull away. For dealing
with a quick and temporary discomfort for the horse,
however, such as the prick of a needle or application of
medicine, a hand grip on the nose often works.
EAR HOLD: Also called "earing down," this restraint
was often used by old-timers. It can be humane or
inhumane, depending on how it is done. Mechanical ear
twitches (ear tongs) are inhumane; the cartilage in the
ear is sensitive and can be damaged. If done properly
by hand, however — just cupping the hand around the
base of the ear and gently squeezing with mild twisting
action — this can be effective for short-term restraint,
and, if done correctly, won't make a horse ear shy. Line
up your fingers a fraction of an inch back from the edge
of the ear, resting them on a ridge of cartilage at the top

The Stableizer is keeping this mare calm and relaxed while medication
is being put into her eye.

STABLEIZER
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Nose twitch

HEATHER SMITH THOMAS
ranches with her husband
near Salmon, Idaho, raising
cattle and a few horses.
She has a B.A. in English
and history. She has raised
and trained horses for 50
years, and has been writing
freelance articles and books
nearly that long, publishing
20 books and more than
9,000 articles for horse
and livestock publications.
Find Heather online at
heathersmiththomas.
blogspot.com.

Chain over nose
of the ear. Your thumb under the ear
will apply pressure.
You don't need to twist the
ear much or pull on it. Simply
squeezing with your thumb, and
putting pressure on the ear cartilage
(bending the ear's edge inward
toward your palm), has a restraining
effect. Keep your elbow bent when
grasping the ear, so the horse won't
hurt your shoulder if they suddenly
raise their head. Some horses can be
effectively restrained by an ear hold,
while others react adversely.

CHAIN SHANK: A chain on the

end of a lead shank can be passed
through side rings on a halter, then
hooked back to itself. The shank can
be passed through the left ring on the
noseband, over the nose, through the
right ring, then passed through the
ring under the noseband. Or it can
be passed up to the halter ring near
the eye on the right side of the horse.
Either way, it puts pressure on the
bridge of the nose when the shank
is pulled, giving the handler more
control over a headstrong horse.

LIP CHAIN: If a chain over the
nose is inadequate, it can be slipped
down under the lip onto the upper
gum surface (between the gum and
upper lip). The pressure of the chain

against the gum (acupressure) tends
to have a calming effect. If used
roughly, however, the lip chain can
cut into the gum or lip, and send a
sensitive horse into orbit.
The chain should pass under the
upper lip in a way that you don't need
pressure on the shank to keep it in
place. After lifting the lip and putting
the chain against the gums, you can
then apply whatever pressure is
needed to hold them still. Don't apply
pressure if they behave; just put a
steady pull on the chain if needed.

WAR BRIDLE: This consists

of a cord that goes over the top of
the poll and through the mouth. It
works well to restrain most horses
when tightened.
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SLIP-TWITCH: This cord goes
over the poll and under the top lip,
against the gum (like a lip chain) with
a loop in one end so it can be tightened
to put more pressure on the gum and
poll. The pressure over the top of the
head and under the lip affects pressure
points that activate the release of
endorphins to create a sedating effect.
Used roughly, however, the cord can
cut into the gum or lip. A commercial
version of this restraint method
(Stableizer) is more humane and easier
to use and adjust.
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BREED PROFILE:

NARRAGANSETT TURKEY
An Original American Variety
BY TAMSIN COOPER

Photo by Cameron McCormick (flickr.com) CC BY 2.0 (creativecommons.org).

BREED: A heritage turkey variety,
named for Narragansett Bay, Rhode
Island.
ORIGIN: All domestic turkeys are
descended from the south Mexican
wild turkey, first domesticated about
2,000 years ago. They were mainly
Bronze, but several color variants
already existed before being exported
to Europe by Spanish colonists in the
16th century. These spread across
Europe, and British settlers brought
domestic turkeys to New England in
the 1600s. Here European varieties
(most likely Norfolk Black) bred with
the native eastern wild turkey, forming
the basis of American varieties.
HISTORY: By 1700, domestic turkeys
were common along the mid-Atlantic
coast. Until the early 1900s, they
ranged freely on subsistence and
commercial farms, foraging for plants
and insects with little supplemented
feed. Several varieties were developed

through selection for form, color, and
productive performance. This process
accelerated in the early 20th century
with the dawn of exhibitions. In the
Narragansett Bay region, a distinctive
pattern of colors was refined, taking
the region’s name in the 1830s, after
the Bronze turkey was defined. Thus,
the Narragansett turkey was one of
the earliest U.S. varieties. Throughout
the 1800s, it was improved for
production and standardized,
mainly present in Rhode Island
and Connecticut but widely known
in the mid-Atlantic and Midwest.
It became the foundation of the
turkey production industry in New
England. Although not as popular
as the Bronze, it was well respected
for its production qualities. In 1874,
it was one of the first varieties to be
recognized by the APA. At this time,
flocks tended to be 100 to 200 birds,
descended from a dozen hens.
In the 1930s, the Narragansett
was the third national favorite after
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Bronze and White Holland. Then,
selection for broad-breasted varieties
with less visible pinfeathers led to
the industrialization of production
from the 1950s to the present day.
Consequently, all “Standard”
turkey varieties were no longer
used for commercial purposes, and
populations declined. Fortunes
changed in the early 2000s, with a
growing market niche for naturalliving, heritage birds of superior
flavor, promoted by The Livestock
Conservancy (TLC) and Society for
Preservation of Poultry Antiquities
(SPPA).
CONSERVATION STATUS: Listed as
“watch” on TLC Priority Conservation
List and “vulnerable” by FAO. In
1952, numbers had already dropped
to 2,576. In 1997, the SPPA census
found only 87 breeding birds (60
hens; 27 toms) kept by eight breeders
(hatchery and private), while TLC
located only three hens in their census

of hatcheries. In fact, TLC logged only
1,334 breeding birds of all Standard
varieties as opposed to the broadbreasted type. Working tirelessly
to promote heritage varieties, TLC
recorded 10,404 Standard birds in
2006. Narragansett breeding birds rose
from 331 in 2002 to 2,233 in 2015.
BIODIVERSITY: Heritage turkeys can
forage, mate naturally, and raise their
own young, whereas broad-breasted
birds have lost the ability to mount.
Although separation into varieties can
isolate lines, leading to inbreeding and
loss of diversity, maintaining these
lines with balanced selection goals
preserves healthful and productive
traits. As heritage varieties have
become so rare, their populations
have not been large enough for
significant selection for utility traits.
Consequently, birds may be smaller
than they once were until the gene
pool has recovered. Current selection

goals are good health, production, and
natural mating ability.

EGG SIZE: Large, ideally 2.5 to 2.8
ounces

DESCRIPTION: Steel gray or dull
black replaces the coppery Bronze
of the Bronze variety. Feathers are
striped black, gray, tan, and white.
There are tan bands in the tail and
white wing bars. The beard is black
and beak, horn-colored. Shanks and
feet are salmon-colored. Pin feathers
may be dark. This coloring is
difficult to perfect, and occasionally
white replaces gray and tan.

PRODUCTIVITY: Hens mature
early and are excellent mothers.
Egg production is good, laying an
average of 10 to a clutch. Hens lay
20 to 25 eggs per year if incubating
naturally, more (40 to 50) if eggs are
removed. Productivity drops after
the first 2 years, but hens enjoy a
long productive life of 5 to 7 years,
and toms 3 to 5 years. The lifespan
is up to 14 years.

SKIN COLOR: White, with red to
bluish-white head.

WEIGHT: Young hens grow up to
14 pounds and toms 23 pounds
at about 28 weeks. Slower growth
gives their bodies time to develop
strong bones and organs before
gaining muscle. Adult hens weigh
around 18 pounds, toms up to 30
pounds. Many homesteaders prefer
the smaller size as it makes them
more manageable.

POPULAR USE: Good-quality,
flavorsome meat from self-sufficient
birds in sustainable, free-range
systems and family farms.
EGG COLOR: Pale cream to medium
brown, with spotting.
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TEMPERAMENT: Traditionally calm,
but this depends on breeder selection
priorities. Although active, they tend
to keep to a home range. Heritage
turkeys are communicative, with
at least 15 different vocalizations
and displays. Mothers are highly
protective, and poults may stay by
their side for up to a year.

Photo by ChefMattRock (flickr.com) CC BY 2.0 (creativecommons.org).

ADAPTABILITY: Native to eastern
American states, but cope with most
climates. However, fleshy heads are
susceptible to frostbite in extreme
cold, and large birds may suffer heat
stress in hot climates unless provided
with shade and water. Heritage
birds have a more robust immune
system than industrial strains and can
mate naturally. They are fliers, often
roosting in trees, and fast runners,
able to avoid predators. Equipped
with good eyesight and hearing, they
are excellent foragers over large areas
and enjoy woodland pasture.
QUOTE: “There are so many things
that I enjoy about raising heritage
Narragansett turkeys. Not only
are they beautiful, but they have
so many unique vocalizations and
behaviors. They do everything in
a big, charismatic way, and they
add a lot of fun to the farm!” Stacy
Benjamin, 5R Farm, St. Helens, OR.
(www.5rfarm.com).

Photos courtesy of Stacy Benjamin.
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Russell, C. 1997. SPPA Bulletin
2(4), 4–5; Johnson, P., 1998 SPA
Turkey Census Report. | Sponenberg,
D.P., Hawes, R.O., Johnson, P.
and Christman, C.J., 2000. Turkey
conservation in the United States.
Animal Genetic Resources, 27, 59–66.
TAMSIN COOPER keeps goats
and chickens on her smallholding
in France, where she aspires to
live as sustainably as possible. She
follows the latest research on farm
animal behavior and has mentored
on animal welfare courses.
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Pomona's Cranberry-Habanero Jelly

Ingredients

• ¼ cup cranberries finely chopped
• 1 ¼ cups yellow bell pepper finely diced + seeded
• 2 teaspoons habanero pepper minced + seeded
1½ cups white vinegar 5%
• 2 teaspoons calcium water
• 2½ cups sugar divided
• 2 teaspoons Pomona's Universal Pectin

Before You Begin

Prepare calcium water - to do this, combine ½ teaspoon calcium powder (in the small packet in
your box of Pomona's pectin) with ½ cup water in a small, clear jar with a lid. Shake well. Calcium
water should be stored in the refrigerator for future use.

Directions

Wash jars, lids, and bands. Place jars in canner, fill canner 2/3 full with water, bring to a boil. Turn off
heat, cover, and keep jars in hot canner water until ready to use. Place lids in water in a small sauce
pan; cover and heat to a low boil. Turn off heat and keep lids in hot water until ready to use.

2 Combine chopped cranberries, diced yellow pepper, minced habanero pepper, and vinegar in a
saucepan. Cover, bring to a boil, and then reduce heat and simmer, still covered, for 5 minutes.
Remove from heat.

3 In a separate bowl, combine pectin powder with ½ cup of the sugar. Mix thoroughly and set aside.
4 Add calcium water to the pepper mixture, mix well, and return the mixture to a full boil over high
heat. Slowly add pectin-sugar mixture, stirring constantly. Continue to stir vigorously for 1 to 2

minutes to dissolve pectin while the jelly returns to a boil. After the pectin is fully dissolved, add the
remaining quantity of sugar and stir to dissolve it. Once sugar is dissolved, and the jelly returns to a
full boil, remove it from the heat.

5 Fill hot jars to ¼" of top. Wipe rims clean. Screw on 2-piece lids. Put filled jars in boiling water to
cover. Boil 10 minutes (add 1 minute more for every 1,000 ft. above sea level). Remove from water.

Let jars cool. Check seals; lids should be sucked down. Eat within 1 year. Lasts 3 weeks once opened.

Yields 4 cups.

Pure, high-quality pectin for your jamming needs.
Find your nearest retailer and more recipes at

WWW.POMONAPECTIN.COM
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animals & livestock :: rabbits

An Introduction to

The American
Chinchilla Rabbit
BY SHERRI TALBOT

T

HE AMERICAN CHINCHILLA
is one of three Chinchilla rabbit
breeds named for the small,
South American rodent with similar,
salt and pepper gray coloring. These
include the Standard Chinchilla, the
American Chinchilla, and the Giant
Chinchilla. The Standard Chinchilla
rabbit was the first of the three, bred
in France and introduced to the
United States. Once here, the demand
for bigger rabbits to be better used
as meat and pelt animals resulted
in the American Chinchilla. Giant
Chinchillas are a cross between
the American Chinchilla and the
Flemish Giant and tend to have a
bone structure more like their Flemish
heritage than its Chinchilla side.
American Chinchillas — or
AmChins as they are sometimes
called by breeders — are large,
quick-growing rabbits, with the
standard male weight running

from 9 to 11 pounds and the female
weight running from 10 to 12
pounds. The American Chinchilla
is known for its high meat-to-bone
ratio, providing more meat for its
size than many meat rabbit breeds.
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This made it a popular choice for
breeders until the decline of the
fur trade in the 1940s. After that,
numbers began to decline and
it is now considered “critically
endangered” by The Livestock
Conservancy.
Despite their size, they are
generally mild-mannered. The
does make excellent mothers, and
the males will sometimes even coparent alongside them. Litters can
be large, with the first-time mother
having seven or eight young and
subsequent litters being even larger.
Does have 8 to 10 nipples and are
usually able to feed their brood,
though in cases with exceptionally
big litters, the smallest should be
watched to make sure they are
getting enough milk.
The babies are often initially
black, and it can be a week before
they begin to show the four-ring
coloring that American Chinchillas
are known for. While not exclusive
to chinchilla rabbits, the layered,
gray fur they are known for is the
only accepted coloring for these
breeds and was specifically selected
to make them look more like their
namesake rodents. At first viewing,
American Chinchillas appear to
have a textured gray coat but when
one blows gently in the fur, there
will be four, distinct bands of color
forming a “bullseye” pattern.

Some initial flaws in the AmChin
coat can show up early. In rare
cases, a litter might produce a pink
baby. This can be a sign of a mixed
breed rabbit or a sign of a recessive
gene — called the “C” gene —
which produces albino coloring in
the litter. There is debate over the
severity of this flaw. Those raising
rabbits for meat are unlikely to have
concerns since the meat-to-bone
ratio and the health of the rabbits
remain unchanged. However, those
looking for distinctive pelts, or
with plans to exhibit their rabbits at
sanctioned rabbit shows are likely
to be disappointed if they discover
their breeding stock carries the
gene.
Another pelt issue that can occur
in chinchilla coloring is known
as “wide band” coloring. This
results in a pale gray rabbit, rather
than the darker, textured look one
would expect. In general, they are
considered to be less desirable
than the standard coloring. Again,
these rabbits are not necessarily
unhealthy, but it is seen as a flawed
trait for the breed.
American Chinchillas are a good
choice for beginning breeders.
AmChins are social and the males
especially often make excellent
pets. Their coats are short and don’t

Although rare, it is possible for a litter to produce a pink baby caused by mixed breeding or a
recessive gene (C-gene) which produces albino coloring.

usually require special grooming.
Body makeup means they do well
in large cages, hutches, and colony
environments. Due to their size,
cages need to be bigger than the
norm — the American Chinchilla
Breeders Association suggests a 30
by 36 inch cage, at least 30 inches
high. Does should be able to lay
down comfortably even when they
have litters, and should have a spot
to get away from the litter when
they become more active and begin
to leave the nest box.
American Chinchillas are also a
great choice for those interested in
colony raising rabbits. They tolerate
cold temperatures well, provided
they have adequate cover. If given
the choice, they will often remain
outdoors during snow and rain,
taking cover from winter weather
only when ice begins to build up
in their fur and feet. They are more
likely to need shelter from heat and
humidity, struggling to stay cool
in the summer by finding shade
and stretching themselves out in
shallow ditches in the ground. Does
raised together will often assist

each other with raising young and
— while there may be some mild
scuffles over dominance — most
does placed together at a young age
remain together without issues.
Whether it be for pets, rabbit
shows, meat animals, or for
commercial use, American
Chinchillas are an excellent breed
for any rabbit lover to consider.
While their large size can be a
deterrent for some, their calm,
social personalities more than make
up for it. Their endangered status
can make them difficult to find in
certain parts of the country, but it
is worth the search. The American
Chinchilla was once the most
popular rabbit in the country and,
with all of its benefits and charms,
could be again.
SHERRI TALBOT is the co-owner
and operator of Saffron and Honey
Homestead in Windsor, Maine.
She raises endangered livestock
breeds and educates on heritage
breeds, sustainable living and the
importance of eating locally.
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farm to fork :: thanksgiving flavors

Thanksgiving
Flavors
BY KATIE MARTIN

T

HE THANKSGIVING TABLE
is set. I always try to keep any
and all table decorations low,
so people can see from one end of
the table to the other. If you want a
small decoration on the table, use
one small candle for each side of the
table. Assuming you are cooking
ham or turkey, there may be people
who want something else. So, I make
Grandma's chicken and dressing.
This can also be used instead of
the ham and turkey. It can be made
the night before and just put in the
oven when you need it.
Similar to Grandma's Sunday
Dinner, it can be cooked on the top
shelf above the turkey or ham. It
will soon become a favorite.

Grandma's Chicken
and Dressing
Cornbread recipe or 1 box cornbread mix
¼ cup grated onion
¼ cup grated celery
¼ cup grated carrot
3 pounds chicken, de-boned
½ teaspoon poultry seasoning
3 slices whole wheat bread, crumbled
1 teaspoon sage
½ teaspoon fresh ground pepper
Liquid from boiled chicken
Homemade or canned chicken broth (if
needed)
2 eggs, boiled
2 cans cream of chicken soup

1. Mix your favorite homemade (or box)
cornbread recipe.
2. Add: ¼ cup grated onion; ¼ cup
grated celery; ¼ cup grated carrot.
3. Mix.
4. Cook in a 10-inch iron skillet or bake
in a cake pan, as for regular cornbread.
Follow box or recipe instructions for
cooking.
5. Boil 3 pounds of chicken or more.
Add 1/2 teaspoon of poultry seasoning
to your boiling water.
6. Cook until done.
7. Let your cornbread cool. Crumble.
Add 2 or 3 slices of whole wheat bread,
crumbled. Mix.
8. Add 1 teaspoon of sage. Then, add
fresh ground pepper to taste or around
½ teaspoon.
Add the liquid from the boiled chicken. If
it doesn't seem enough, add homemade
or canned chicken broth until desired
consistency is reached. Be sure to save a
little of the liquid to mix with the chicken
soup for the top of the casserole.
9. Boil 2 eggs. Let cool. Mix all of the
dressing together. Add the two boiled
eggs, mashed very fine. Add the boiled
chicken that has been taken off the
bones and cut into small pieces.
10. Mix well. Spray or butter two 9-by-13inch baking pans. Divide the chicken and
dressing into the two pans. Mix 2 cans of
chicken soup with the chicken liquid or
broth. Spread it over the top.
Cook in a preheated 350-degree
Fahrenheit oven for 30 minutes or more.
Make sure it is heated throughout.
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So, what if all of this doesn't turn
out on time? Then, you can mix a
batch of pumpkin dip or have it
already made. The recipe is simple
but different. It gives your guests
something to snack on. In addition,
it is a conversation maker. Whether
people like it or not, everyone is
talking.

Pumpkin Dip
1 one-pound box of confectioners’
sugar
1 package cream cheese (8 ounces)
1 can pumpkin (15 ounces)
3 teaspoons butter (room temperature)

Blend, mix, and purée with mixer.
Serve with gingersnaps. Place
gingersnaps in a decorated canning jar
or a small basket.

“Small cheer and great welcome makes a merry feast.” — William Shakespeare
So, we are going for mostly
traditional foods, served in a
different way. Every year, I throw
in a surprise or two. It keeps people
guessing and talking. Spinach
soufflé does not have a heavy
spinach taste. I like it because you
can use canned or frozen spinach. It
is an easy dish on a busy day.

Spinach Soufflé

Instead of having sweet potatoes
in the traditional way, I make sweet
potato bread. There are still sweet
potatoes for Thanksgiving, just in a
different form.

Blueberry Yogurt Pie

Sweet Potato Bread

1 graham cracker crust

Preheat oven to 375 degrees F.

1. Mix blueberry yogurt with ½ of a small
container of whipped topping.

2 cups flour
1 teaspoon cinnamon

8 ounces cream cheese (room
temperature)

1 stick butter, melted

3 ounces Parmesan cheese
¼ stick butter, melted
2 eggs, beaten

Note: The pie can also be frozen and
served as a frozen dessert. Allow 3
hours or more for it to freeze.

1 cup cooked and mashed sweet
potatoes
/3 cup orange juice

1

½ cup milk
1 egg, beaten
½ cup chopped nuts (walnuts or pecans)

1. Cook spinach. Drain well.
2. Mix with cream cheese and
Parmesan cheese.
3. Add butter and eggs.
4. Butter or spray dish. Place spinach
mixture in dish.
5. Bake at 350 degrees F for
approximately 30 minutes or until done.

½ of a small container of whipped topping

2. Place in graham cracker crust. Allow
to cool in refrigerator a minimum of 3
hours — more would be better.

½ teaspoon baking soda

8 ounces frozen spinach

2 containers blueberry yogurt, 8 ounces
each (or homemade yogurt of your choice)

1. Mix wet ingredients. Then, mix all the
dry ingredients but the nuts.
2. Mix the wet and dry ingredients
together. Then, add the nuts.
3. Place in buttered or sprayed 8-by-8inch pan.
4. Cook in a preheated 375-degree-F
oven for 30 to 40 minutes. Watch
closely the last few minutes.

Now everyone is so full they can
barely move. Yet, they still want
and expect dessert. So, why not
have blueberry yogurt pie? It is
light, looks pretty, and doesn't have
to be cooked in the oven … using
oven space you do not have.

So, now you have changed things
a little but still kept the traditional
Thanksgiving flavors. It will be a
Thanksgiving to remember.
Happy Eating!
Happy Thanksgiving!

A day in KATIE MARTIN’S life
begins with a vigilant eye and
an open mind to the many
stories that lay behind the
daily events of people, places,
and things. A well-published
writer with an appetite for life,
Katie brings a warm glow to
ordinary things ... making them
extraordinary! Katie and her
husband live in the Sauratown
Mountains of North Carolina.

Discover New
Loaves to Love !
PRICE: $24.99; Item #9094

Order today!
Call 970-392-4419,
or visit
Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promotion code MCSPAMZ2
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farm to fork :: winter foods

5 Foods to Eat
This Winter for
Warmth and Health
BY RHONDA CRANK

W

INTER CAN BE
STRESSFUL to the body.
The main growing
seasons are done, and fewer
winter crops are available for
seasonal eating. You can help
your body stay warm and be
healthier by incorporating certain
foods into your meal plans.
Winter is not a white wonderland
if you're under the weather with a
cold or flu. Eating foods to boost
your immune system will help you
avoid many germs and viruses.
Give your body a helping hand by
including these five foods in your
diet.

5 Foods to Eat This Winter for
Warmth and Health
1) CACAO
If you're like me, you love
any reason to enjoy something
made with cacao. Cold weather
stresses the body by constricting
blood vessels, especially in your
extremities and head, which can
elevate blood pressure. Drinking
something warm can relax and
dilate blood vessels. So, a hot cup of
cacao may be just what the doctor
ordered. While cacao may be more
bitter than cocoa powder, it is better
for making your hot chocolate.
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Why cacao and not cocoa? Cocoa
powder is heated to much higher
temperatures during processing,
killing many of the cacao powder's
nutrients. These flavonoids,
antioxidants, and vitamins work
together to help your body build a
healthy immune system.
2) MUSHROOMS
Mushrooms are an excellent
addition to any winter soup, breakfast
omelet, or casserole. You can purchase
mushrooms in the grocery store
or buy them dehydrated. If you
enjoy mushroom foraging, as we
do, you can always dehydrate your
mushrooms for use in the winter.
Wild or fortified mushrooms are a
valuable vitamin D source. Because
we spend so much more time
indoors in the winter, our vitamin
D levels are naturally lower, which
puts us at risk of a depressed
immune system.
3) OATS
There's something dreamily
comforting about a hot bowl of
oatmeal, and I like mine with
butter and cinnamon. Oatmeal
is high in fiber, which causes the
body to warm itself in the digestive
process. It is also loaded with
energy-boosting B vitamins and
magnesium, which can assist in
stabilizing our blood glucose levels.
We prefer steel-cut oats to rolled
oats, but either type should be
chosen over quick-cooking oats.
Quick cooking oats have less fiber
and far fewer nutrients than either
steel cut or rolled oats due to the
intensive processing.
Add toppings that boost the
immune system to make your
bowl of hot oatmeal even more
nourishing. Blueberries, cinnamon,
and blackberries are all excellent
immune system boosters.
Oats are versatile. You don't have
to have a hot bowl; instead, you can
add them to smoothies, bars, and
homemade loaves of bread for extra
staying power.

Soup can be rich and creamy,
like butternut squash soup, or hot
and spicy like chili and beans.
Making homemade soup in the
slow cooker is easy to keep your
time free for family activities and
feed them a nutritionally balanced
meal.
Who can argue against the
medicinal and comforting effects
of a hot bowl of homemade
chicken noodle soup? I dare say,
no one!

4) POTATOES
Potatoes have been put down a
great deal because they are a white
starch. Unlike other starchy foods
such as bread or rice, the potato is
an unprocessed food with several
beneficial nutrients.
Potatoes are an excellent source of
immune-boosting vitamins C and
B6. They are also a great source of
folate.
If you eat purple potatoes, you
can enjoy the extra benefits of
anthocyanins: antioxidants known
to reduce inflammation and specific
diseases within the body.
5) SOUP
Soup is the most encompassing
among the five foods you should
be eating this winter. Is there any
way to number the kinds of soups?
I don't think so because soups are
so personal. Only your imagination
can limit you.
We have a “clean out the
refrigerator” soup in the winter.
We take any leftover meat and
vegetables, add some broth or stock,
and heat. Of course, we make a pan
of hot biscuits or cornbread to go
along with it.
To satisfy both your body and
mind, healthy, home-cooked soup
makes us feel warm, cozy, and
delighted. Soup is an easy way to
increase vegetable consumption in
the winter.

Winter can affect your body,
mind, and spirit. These five
foods you should be eating this
winter can give you and those
depending on you the boost
needed to battle through the
cloudy, cold days. You may even
come out the other side healthier
than before.

THE MT. HEALTHY ADvANTAGE
a tradition since 1924
chicks - ducks - turkeys - gamebirds - bantams

QUALITY - EXPERIENCE - SERVICE - AFFORDABLE PRICING

It’s Almost That Time of Year!
free shipping over 55 varieties low minimums
100% live & healthy guarantee
www.mthealthy.com
for a free color catalogue,
call 1 (800) 451-5603 or email info@mthealthy.com
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farm to fork :: chocolate cherry candy

Granny’s Chocolate
Cherry Candies
BY HANNAH MCCLURE

T

his recipe dates back to at least my Great Granny,
Lela. I'm sure she learned it from someone before
her, but in my family stories, this was "Granny’s
mama's recipe," one I've never actually had from
Granny herself. Granny sure has made many great
meals and desserts in my lifetime, and I'm always so
excited to learn from her. This chocolate cherry candy
is one she makes around the holidays. We have always
lived in another state than Granny did, missing holiday
traditions with her. That doesn't mean we don’t enjoy
her candy, it just means we follow her recipe and make
them ourselves. And this one is my most favorite.
It's one of those "hide the candy tin or I'll eat too
many" kinds of candies. I sure hope y'all enjoy these
chocolate cherry candies. They may be a seasonal treat
at Granny's, but they truly are enjoyable all year long.
Regardless of when I make them, I always smile and
think of Granny. Perhaps that makes these candies a
little bit sweeter for me.

INGREDIENTS
• 1 pound butter, softened
• 2 pounds of powdered sugar (sifted if needed)
• 1 can sweetened condensed milk
• 1 cup chopped pecans
• Maraschino cherries, halved with no stems
• 24-36 ounces semi-sweet chocolate morsels
• ¼ pound bakers wax (I use Gulf Wax)

INSTRUCTIONS
HANNAH MCCLURE is an old soul homemaker and
mother of four from Ohio. Gardening, keeping bees,
sewing, raising chickens/seasonal hogs, and baking/
cooking from scratch are a few things she enjoys
in her homemaking. Always learning and always
chasing her littles. Find Hannah on Instagram @
muddyoakhennhouse.

In a mixing bowl, mix together butter, powdered sugar, 1 can
sweetened condensed milk, and pecans until well blended.
Let chill 4 to 6 hours or overnight.
Prepare maraschino cherries by pouring them into a small
bowl and cutting each cherry in half.
Using a spoon or small cookie scoop, scoop out balls of
filling and shape into a round ball.
Gently push a hole into the center of the ball and insert a
cherry half.
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Be sure to cover back up with candy filling.
Place filled candies onto a lined cookie sheet and chill for up
to an hour. (I work on another tray of candies while the first
tray chills.)
In a double boiler, melt together 24 to 36 ounces semi-sweet
chocolate morsels and bakers wax till smooth.
Remove candies from the cooler. Using a fork, gently place
candy-filled balls into chocolate and roll around to coat.
Remove and let cool on a sheet of wax paper or a cooling
rack. Be aware: on a cooling rack you will end up with marks
on the bottom of your candies; on wax paper you will end up
with a smooth chocolate coating.
Once cooled completely, gently place in a tin or covered
container. Around the holidays, I buy cute tins and cookie boxes
at the dollar store to store the candies in. I save some for our
family and give the rest as gifts to family and friends. I hope you
and your loved ones enjoy every bite of this sweet candy treat.
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farm to fork :: cinnamon treats

CINNAMON TREATS
for the Holidays
BY RITA HEIKENFELD
This bread has a tender crumb
and is not overly sweet.

Lower speed to medium-low and add
flour mixture in 2 batches, beating well
each time.

INGREDIENTS: BREAD

Remove dough from bowl and place on
floured surface.

SWIRLED CINNAMON BREAD

Loaf pan
Softened butter for greasing pan and
brushing on dough
1 cup whole milk
½ cup (8 tablespoons) unsalted butter
1 package active dry yeast (¼ ounce to
2¼ teaspoons)
Couple of pinches of sugar
3½ cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
/3 cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar

1

2 large eggs, room temperature

W

HEN IT COMES TO
HOLIDAY baking, sweet
cinnamon yeast breads
are at the top of my list for both
family and friends.
The technique of making yeast
breads is satisfying and calming
during the busyness of the holiday
season. The cinnamon aroma alone
wafting from the oven is enough to
make me smile.
If you’d like to get a jump on the
holiday baking season, the recipes
I’m sharing are for you. The swirled
cinnamon bread and the frosted
family-size cinnamon roll can be
frozen for up to two months, sans
frosting.
The bonus? Both make welcome
gifts from the kitchen. As I always
say, a gift from the hands is a gift
from the heart!

Knead until dough is smooth, about 10
minutes. If it’s really sticky as you knead,
add a bit of flour, but don’t overdo.
Brush large bowl with softened butter,
place dough in, turning to coat all sides.
Cover with plastic wrap or towel and let
rise until doubled in size, 1½ to 2 hours
or so, depending upon the warmth of
the room.
Punch dough to deflate, then dump out
onto very lightly floured surface.
Roll into rectangle, no wider than your
loaf pan. Length can be between 18 to
20 inches or so.

Egg wash for top of bread: 1 egg
whisked with a bit of milk or water

Brush entire surface with softened
butter. This allows the cinnamon filling
to stick.

INGREDIENTS: FILLING

Stir sugar and cinnamon together, then
sprinkle over dough. Pat it a bit to make
it stick.

/3 cup plus 1 tablespoon sugar

1

2 tablespoons cinnamon

INSTRUCTIONS
Grease loaf pan generously with
softened butter.
Heat milk and ½ cup butter until hot
and butter is melted. Let cool to 110 to
115 degrees Fahrenheit.

Starting at the far end, roll dough toward
you, making sure to roll it tightly to
prevent excessive separation of layers
during baking. Pinch seam to seal.
Place bread, seam side down, in pan.
Cover with plastic wrap or towel and
let rise up to 2 hours, until dough rises
a bit above the pan. Again, the warmer
the room, the quicker the rise.

Sprinkle yeast over top, stir in a couple
pinches of sugar, and let sit 5 to 10
minutes — until it gets foamy.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.

Whisk flour and salt together. Set aside.

Bake on middle rack for 40 minutes or
so. (Mine was done in 40 minutes.)

In mixer on low speed, blend sugar and
eggs until combined.
Increase speed to medium and pour in
milk mixture. Beat until well mixed.
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Brush egg wash over surface of dough.

Toothpick inserted in center will come
out clean when bread is done.
Remove from pan, let cool, then enjoy.

Gilding the Lily
Drizzle bread with your favorite
confectioners' sugar glaze after it
has cooled.

FROSTED FAMILY-SIZE
CINNAMON ROLL
Like a family-size bakery cinnamon roll!
If all you have is all-purpose flour, up
the flour amount to 3 cups.

INGREDIENTS: BREAD
1 round cake pan, 9 inches
1 package active dry yeast (¼ ounce to
2¼ teaspoons)
¾ cup warm water (110 to 115 degrees
F)
Couple pinches for feeding yeast
¼ cup sugar
¾ teaspoon salt
1 large egg, room temperature
2½ cups bread flour
Unsalted butter, softened for greasing
pan and brushing on dough
Optional: toasted chopped nuts

INGREDIENTS: FILLING
/3 cup packed brown sugar (I used
dark)

2

1½ tablespoons cinnamon

INSTRUCTIONS
Grease pan generously with butter. Set
aside.
Sprinkle yeast in warm water, adding
a couple pinches of sugar to feed the
yeast. Give it a stir.
Let stand until it gets foamy, 5 to 10
minutes.

Continue adding flour until dough
forms. It may be a bit sticky.
Turn out onto lightly floured surface
and knead until it is smooth, about 10
minutes.
Cover with damp cloth and let rest 10
minutes.
Roll dough on lightly floured surface
into a 9-to-12 inch rectangle, about ¼
inch thick.
Brush butter on dough.
Mix brown sugar and cinnamon
together and sprinkle on buttered
dough. Pat it a bit to make it stick.
Cut into six strips, about 1½-by-12inches each.

Tips

Why add sugar to yeast
mixture?
Sugar “feeds” the yeast,
allowing for a more
consistent rise.
Mixing by hand vs. machine
Yes, you can. Just takes a
little more “elbow grease!”

Loosely roll up 1 strip and place in
center of pan.
Add rest of strips, coiling loosely as
you go. This allows them to rise and
expand.
Cover with plastic wrap or towel and
let rise until doubled, 40 to 60 minutes
depending upon the warmth of the
room.
Preheat oven to 325 degrees F.
Bake 25 to 35 minutes on middle rack.
When done, a toothpick inserted in
center will come out clean.

Pour into mixing bowl and on low
speed, add sugar and salt and mix until
combined.

Let cool 10 minutes, and then frost
with favorite cream cheese frosting or a
simple confectioners’ sugar glaze while
roll is still a bit warm.

Increase speed to medium, add egg
and 1 cup flour. Mix to combine.

Before frosting sets, sprinkle with
toasted chopped nuts if you like.

RITA HEIKENFELD comes from a
family of wise women in tune with
nature. She is a certified modern
herbalist, culinary educator,
author, and national media
personality. Most important, she
is a wife, mom, and grandma. Rita
lives on a little patch of heaven
overlooking the East Fork River
in Clermont County, Ohio. She is
a former adjunct professor at the
University of Cincinnati, where
she developed a comprehensive
herbal course.
abouteating.com column: rita@
communitypress.com
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outdoor living :: venison processing

VENISON PROCESSING:
FIELD TO TABLE
BY JENNY UNDERWOOD

V

ENISON IS MY FAVORITE
MEAT, especially when
it's cared for and prepared
at home. The taste is superior
to grocery store meat, is much
healthier, and the price is fantastic!
However, don't
overlook some
considerations
when processing
and preparing your
venison.
First off, after you
make your kill, you
need to field dress and
skin your animal. We
prefer to field dress
as soon as feasible,
but we leave the hide on until it's
hung up to keep our meat cleaner.

If we had to haul our meat over
rough terrain, then skinning and
quartering would be done in the
field so we can pack it out easier,
but that's generally not an issue for
us.

his knife, gloves, and hatchet. It's
best to promptly get the innards out
to avoid contamination of the meat,
cool off the meat quicker, and make
the deer lighter to drag out of the
woods. To field dress the deer, make
an incision at the anus,
carefully cut around
the urethra, and gently
slit the belly open to
the breastbone.
From there, you
can remove all the
entrails, heart, lungs,
kidneys, and liver.
If you like, you can
save the organ meats
to cook later. Place in
a plastic storage bag and rinse at
the first opportunity. Be careful to

After your deer is completely
skinned, you may debone or quarter
it. Quartering it and placing it in a
cooler is the quickest way if it's warm
or you're in a hurry.
My husband keeps a special field
dressing kit in his hunting things:
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“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately.” — Henry David Thoreau

avoid putting your knife into the
cavity too much. A lot of the gutting
process should be done with your
hands to avoid piercing or spilling
the gut contents onto your meat.
Keep your area as clean as possible.
Once you get your deer home, it's
best if you can hang it up for the
next steps. We have a homemade
skinning gambrel that looks like
a triangle fixed onto a pulley. The
gambrel makes it possible to spread
the deer's back legs apart. The
pulley allows us to crank it up high
enough to work comfortably from a
standing position. To skin the deer,
use a sharp knife and make cuts
around the deer's back legs, close to
the ankle. Then make a slit from one
leg to the other by the anus. With
your knife and hands, carefully cut
at the tissue holding the skin to the
muscle. Do this down to the neck. If
you are just utilizing the meat, you
can stop there and cut the head off.
Or you may continue to skin out the
head. Here, you may decide to save
the hide by rolling it up, flesh side
in, and wrapping tightly in multiple
trash bags and frozen to be tanned
later.
After your deer is completely
skinned, you may debone or
quarter it. Quartering it and placing
it in a cooler is the quickest way if
it's warm or you're in a hurry. To do
this, peel out the short loins inside
the ribs back by the hams. These are
short, very tender pieces of meat,
approximately 6 inches long and
three inches wide. Then cut out the
tenderloins that are on the back
by the backbone. These are longer,
wider pieces of meat. Next, cut each
shoulder off, then the ribs, if you are
saving these. Neck meat can be cut
off in chunks. Each ham should be
cut off of the deer, and the leg bones
sawed off where the meat stops.
Place all of the meat in a cooler with
ice, in a refrigerator, or in a walk-in
cooler.
To debone your hams, you'll see
where the joints and seams run.
Carefully slide a very sharp knife

into these seams and cut away
the portions from the bone. You
will notice it almost appears like
a puzzle. You will end up with
multiple roasts from the ham and
some small pieces that contain
more sinew. (I cut off all of the large
roasts and take the ham bone with
any remaining meat pieces that
were too small to handle easily
or contained a lot of sinew and
pressure cook them in my Instant
Pot with seasoning. As soon as
they're done, I remove the pieces
from the liquid and cool them to
process further. I often do this with
the neck and shoulders as well. It
saves a tremendous amount of time
and gains a lot of meat for you!)

The shoulders may be deboned
in the same manner, or you
may cook them whole, or cut
them apart at the knee joint. We
generally smoke or pressure cook
ours whole then freeze or can
the meat afterward. Don't forget
to cut off your neck meat (it has
fat and tissue in layers in it), the
ribs if desired, and you're done
with the initial processing. Now
it's time to prepare your meat for
cooking.
Now you can decide if you'd
like steaks, roasts, ground meat,
canned meat, jerky, or sausage. We
prefer to cut all backstraps and loins
into butterfly steaks. Make sure to
remove all silverskin and sinew

A Kid’s Guide to Keeping Chickens

Melissa Caughey shares her advice in an
engaging way so that kids understand what it means
to keep chickens and what kind of housing, food,
equipment, and care the chickens will need to thrive.
She also suggests lots of creative activities sure to
spark enthusiasm and imagination. She even offers 10
egg-centric recipes that kids will love to make and eat,
including French toast, egg drop soup, and Mexican egg
pizza. A colorful pull-out poster completes the book!

Item #7467 $16.95

Order by calling 970-392-4419 or
by visiting Shop.IAmCountryside.com
Promo code: MCSPAMZ2

Price does not include shipping and handling.
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from the pieces. This type of fat will
not cook out or get more tender,
and freezing it makes it harder to
remove.
Freeze your steaks in freezer bags
or wrap them in butcher paper
individually and freeze them in
freezer containers or bags for easier
removal. Try to get all of the air
out before sealing and if you have
a vacuum sealer, use it! Make sure
you label all of your packages with
the deer type, cut, and date. Trust
me: you won't remember a week
later what's in that package.
Now you have choices on your
other meat also. You may cut steaks,
roasts, or grind your hams. You can
also make sliced jerky by partially
freezing and cutting thin strips
across the grain. Marinate in jerky
seasoning (your own or premade)
and either dehydrate or smoke the
jerky. To grind your meat, have it
very cold and grind it at least twice;
once on coarse and once on fine.
Package in 1- or 2-pound packages
(whatever suits your family size
best) or make patties and place
butcher paper between them and
freeze. In my experience, it works
even better to flash freeze patties
then wrap and put them in bags or
containers.
To prepare roasts, you will need
to determine how much your
family needs per meal. I usually
prepare a 1- to 2-pound roast for
our family of six. The hams work
excellent for this. After deboning
the ham, simply cut any exterior
fat, gristle, or silverskin off and
freeze your desired size of roast.
Remember, the fat on a deer is not
flavorful or desirable so remove it
before cooking. If you can't remove
it before, remove it as soon as the
meat has been cooked.
You may thaw the meat to cook
and then refreeze, but do not
thaw frozen meat and refreeze it
raw! (The second thaw will break
down even more cells, leaching out
moisture and changing the integrity
of the product. Frozen and thawed

food will develop harmful bacteria
faster than fresh.)
Any smaller chunks of meat may
be trimmed and canned, ground, or
made into stew meat. You can freeze
the canning meat until you have
enough from several deer or process
all your meat as canned meat. Just
consider your storage needs and
what your family likes to eat.
Here are several recipes to make
venison a favorite part of your meals:

SLOW-SIMMERED VENISON
WITH GRAVY
• Venison steaks
• Seasoning (your range of choices
is vast, from venison-specific
seasoning to zesty lemon pepper, or
just plain salt and pepper)
• Extra virgin olive oil
• Water
• Heavy skillet
• Flour (I use whole wheat)
Combine 1 cup flour with 1 to
2 teaspoons seasoning. Dredge
steaks in this. On medium heat, add
enough olive oil to cover the bottom
of the skillet. Once hot, add floured
meat and brown on both sides. Add
a small amount of water (enough
to cover bottom of skillet) and turn
down heat to medium-low. Simmer
covered for at least 1 hour, adding
water as needed to prevent it from
drying out. When fork-tender,
remove meat and add 2 cups of
milk whisked together with ½ cup
of flour. Heat over medium heat,
stirring constantly until bubbling
and lump-free. Serve with biscuits
and fried potatoes.

PAN-FRIED VENISON
• Thinly sliced venison steaks (loin,
ham) lightly pounded or tenderized
• Pepper, salt, garlic powder
• Flour
• Olive oil (light, not virgin, or lard,
tallow, or coconut)
In a heavy skillet (I use cast iron),
heat enough oil to cover the bottom
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about ½ inch. Heat over medium-high
heat until a small piece fries instantly.
In a bowl, combine flour
and spices (adjust to your taste
preference), and dredge the steaks
in the flour mixture. Shake off
excess flour.
Gently place in hot oil, being
careful not to overcrowd the skillet.
Fry until crispy on one side, then
flip. Fry until crisp and remove onto
paper towels to drain. Serve hot or
cold with mashed potatoes, corn,
and hot biscuits.

VENISON BBQ
• Venison (steaks, roasts, or pieces
with bone or sinew)
• BBQ sauce
• Water
In a pressure cooker or Instant
Pot, place meat and 1 cup water.
Pressure cook meat for 45
minutes. Remove from pot and
drain off all liquid. Shred meat
and combine with enough BBQ
sauce to make a thick mixture.
Pressure cook for another 15
minutes. Serve with sauerkraut,
rolls, crispy fried potatoes, or use
as a topping for loaded baked
potatoes. Freeze any leftovers for
a quick, easy meal.
This meat can also be prepared
without BBQ sauce and seasoned
with taco seasoning for venison
tacos or cubed and pressure cooked
for stew. It can also be used as a
replacement for ham in beans. The
ground meat can be used in chili
and pasta dishes.
Remember, venison can be a drier
meat that contains less fat, so be sure
to keep the moisture in while it's
cooking for a tender, flavorful meal.
I hope you give venison a try,
and once prepared properly, I bet
you'll be hooked on this delicious,
healthy meat that helps you reduce
your grocery store purchases. Just
remember, cut off all fat and sinew,
and preserve properly to enjoy your
harvest all year long.

outdoor living :: deerskin garment

Fleshing,
Tanning,
and Making
a Deerskin
Garment

I

These are a good sharp knife, a
fleshing knife, and a fleshing board.
Begin by placing the hide, hair side
down (raw flesh side up), on the
fleshing board. With your fleshing
knife, gently place it at a 45-degree
angle to the hide and begin to push
through the fat and flesh. You are
really pulling or pushing the fat/
flesh off, not cutting it. This will
require both patience and practice
to learn, but it is not a difficult
skill overall. Go slowly, and, as
you work to the edges, cut off the
removed fat/flesh with your sharp
knife. Continue this until you have
entirely fleshed the hide. No fat or
flesh can be left or your hide will go
rancid.
Now, you can completely dry the
hide for future tanning or proceed
to the tanning step. If you are
drying the hide, you will need to
stretch it on a frame tightly until
it is completely dry. An easy DIY
frame is 2-by-2-inch boards made
into a large square and hung from
rafters or a covered shed. Lace the
hide to the frame by sewing around
the hide with sinew and looping it
around the frame. Another option
is to tack it with small nails or
metal thumbtacks to a piece of
plywood. After it's completely dry,
you may roll it and store it for final

BY JENNY UNDERWOOD

F YOU'RE A HUNTER, then
you know what a blessing it is
to get that wonderful meat, but
each time you harvest a deer (or
elk, moose, or other large game
animals) you may wish there was
something you could do with the
hide. Well, there is! And while it’s
quite possible to simply send the
hide to a taxidermist to tan for you,
it’s also very doable to just tan that
hide yourself. Then the next step is
to use that tanned leather and that's
exactly what you're going to learn
now: how to flesh, tan, and make a

simple shirt from your deer hide.
First off, when skinning your
animal, take special care to not
cut through the hide. It's far better
to leave extra fat or flesh on the
hide. This will come off in the next
step. If you can't flesh your skin
immediately after skinning, then
roll it up, hair side out, wrap it
tightly in several trash bags, and
freeze.
When you are ready to flesh
your hide, first make sure it is
completely thawed. You'll need a
few simple tools to do this process.
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processing. Make sure you keep it
safe from moisture and rodents!
Once your hide is ready to tan,
you have a few options. One is brain
tanning, where you save the brains
from the deer and use that to make
a tanning paste. This is often not
recommended because of concerns
with CWD. If you decide to use this
method, do your research and take
safety precautions. It has been used
for thousands of years and produces
excellent quality buckskins. Another
option is to use a commercial
tanning solution. This is pretty
simple and they include detailed
directions. You may also choose to
use homemade solutions such as
bark or honey tanning. Whatever
tanning solution you use, you will
need to rehydrate your hide if you
dried it. To do this, place the dried
hide in a bucket or barrel of cool
water. Don't let it soak any longer
than necessary to fully rehydrate or
you may cause the hair to slip. On
the flip side, if you do want hairless
leather, then you will soak for
several days to cause this.
The commercial solution we used
required us to soak the deer hide
in water for several days to cause
the hair to slip off (we wanted
hairless leather). Just a warning,
this is a VERY stinky process! Then
we applied the tanning solution.
Regardless of your tanning solution,
the hide will need to be worked
over a board to make it more supple
as it's tanning. Basically, the more
you work it, the softer it will be. A
commercial tanner uses a tumbler
for this (sort of like a clothes dryer
without the heat and some sort of
abrasive added). When the hide is
thoroughly tanned for a garment,
it will be soft and pliable. Now, it's
time to make a shirt!
If you chose to make a shirt with
hair on, then be sure to mark your
pattern on the skin side and cut
from the skin side only. Use a razor
blade, not scissors, to do this and
only cut through the skin, not the
hair. If you are making one with

hairless leather, then you can use
either scissors or a razor blade and
cut from either side.
To mark your pattern on your
deer hide, lay out the hide flat.
Carefully trace around your pattern
pieces and then cut them out. For
this project, we made a simple vest
for my son. There are only two
pieces to cut out and it slips on over
the head. The sides are laced with
synthetic sinew and it requires only
rudimentary sewing skills. You
will greatly benefit from a leather
punch. Another option is to use
leather lacing. Do what style suits
you best. Make sure the pattern
pieces are the correct size before
marking and cutting out. I used a
sleeveless t-shirt for a pattern and
marked it 2 inches larger all around
since leather isn’t stretchy like
cotton.
Once your pieces are cut out,
then punch your holes (if desired)
on the side seams 1/2 to 1 inch apart.
Make sure your holes match where
they will join together. Lay them
side-by-side and use a ruler to mark
them before punching. If you are
using rawhide laces, lace the seams
together using a whip stitch with
the seams on the outside. If you
prefer a different style of stitching,
then research leather stitches.
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Another option is with a leather
needle and sinew. I used a small
piece of scrap leather to push and
pull the needle through the leather.
You can either sew on the inside or
outside of the garment. Be certain
to tie good knots at the end of each
seam and leave a little extra lacing
or sinew to weave back in. Use
larger rawhide or sinew lacing for
a more rustic garment and smaller
for a more refined one. Sewing
your leather on the inside (with
right sides together) also produces
a more "polished" appearance. In
this case, my son wanted a more
indigenous-looking vest.
If you prefer sleeves or a larger
item like pants, you will need
multiple tanned skins (or a larger
animal such as an elk or moose). To
give an indigenous look, you can
also add fringes, bead-work, or deer
antler buttons.
Tanning and creating garments
with your animal hides is a
wonderful way to use an often
overlooked or discarded resource.
It's also a great way to learn new
skills and provides a link with our
past.

countryside :: community

CAPTURE YOUR COUNTRYSIDE AND SHARE IT WITH US!
We love getting a glimpse into your everyday homesteading moments.

2

1

3
1 Our version of bacon and eggs: Tippy (hen) moved in with Petunia (sow) three months ago and now they are
never apart.
Marcia Doss with Dragon’s Meadow Farms – West Branch, Michigan
2 This horse is one of the sweetest and gentlest souls I’ve ever met.

Ana Skemp @deeprootscommunityfarm

3 In the stillness of this snowy scene, I am reminded of how thankful I am for this life.
Kipper Price @grace.haven.grown

WAYS
TO SHARE

EMAIL PHOTOS in
JPG format to editor@
countrysidemag.com
with “Capture Your
Countryside” in the
subject line.

MESSAGE US
ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/
iamcountryside

TAG US ON
INSTAGRAM or use
#iamcountryside:
instagram.com/
iamcountryside
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EARTHQUAKE MC33 CULTIVATOR
Powered by a 33cc Viper Engine, this cultivator can weed, mix in
fertilizer, and mulch or aerate the soil. It is designed to work
through all types of pre-tilled earth. Its small size and
light weight make it easy to transport, but it is also very
maneuverable around delicate plants. With a
6-10” tilling width, this cultivator is perfect
for the home gardener.
#11533 $239.99

NEW
ITEM!
NEW
ITEM!
PLANT SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS
Plant Science for Gardeners empowers growers to analyze common
problems, find solutions, and make better decisions in the garden
for optimal plant health and productivity. By understanding the
basic biology of how plants grow, you can become a thinking
gardener with the confidence to problem-solve for optimized
plant health and productivity. You will learn the role of nutrients
and inputs, propagation and genetics, tips for evaluating plant
problems, and more. Whether you have a green thumb or not, this
entertaining and accessible guide shortens the learning curve and
gives you the knowledge to succeed no matter where you live.
#11705 $22.99 Member: $19.54

COBRAHEAD MINI WEEDER &
CULTIVATOR
CobraHead Mini Weeder
& Cultivator is perfect for
weeding grass that’s in the
BEST
hard to reach places. With
SELLER!
precision, the sharp, narrow
blade rips up tough soil and is a
perfect tool for container gardening. Please
allow two weeks for delivery. Available for
shipment to continental U.S. addresses only.
#8954 $24.95 Member: $23.95

NEW
ITEM!

NEW
ITEM!

ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BUGS TO YOUR GARDEN
This revised and updated edition of Jessica Walliser’s award-winning
Attracting Beneficial Bugs to Your Garden offers a valuable and
science-backed plan for bringing balance back to the garden. Learn
how to create a healthy, balanced, and diverse garden capable of
supporting a hard-working crew of beneficial pest-eating insects
and eliminating the need for synthetic chemical pesticides.
#11748 $27.99 Member: $23.79

NEW
EDITION!
THE ORGANIC MANUAL, 5TH EDITION
The organic method is the most efficient, most cost effective, and
most fun of any approach. It also produces the best trees, shrubs,
flowers, fruits, and vegetables that you’ll ever grow. In this updated
edition of The Organic Manual, author Howard Garrett explains bed
preparation, planting, pest control, and compost making. It also
covers natural living advice so you can organically grow the best
garden possible.
#11726 $18.95 Member: $16.11

BEST
SELLER!
VEGETABLES LOVE FLOWERS
Planting vegetables and flowers
together is one of the oldest ways to
create a healthy, bountiful garden, but
there’s more to the method than you
might think. Vegetables Love Flowers will
walk you through the ins and outs of
companion planting, from how it works
to which plants go together and how to
grow the best garden for your climate.
#8721 $21.99 Member: $18.69

BEGINNING SEED SAVING FOR THE HOME GARDENER
Written by a home seed saver for the home seed
saver, Beginning Seed Saving for the Home Gardener is a
comprehensive guide for those who want to reclaim our
seed heritage. It highlights the importance of saving seeds
for you, your neighbors, and (most importantly) subsequent
generations. Also available as an E-Book!

BEST

SELLER!
MOTHER EARTH NEWS GUIDE TO
VEGETABLE GARDENING
The Mother Earth News Guide to Vegetable
Gardening harnesses decades of wisdom
bringing together all the indispensable
techniques, complete growing guides,
helpful tips, useful photographs, and
inspiring illustrations for which Mother
Earth News is known. Whether you need
to know the best vegetables to grow in
the shade or the top gardening tips for soil
health in winter, this book has it all.
#8179 $27.99 Member: $22.39

TO ORDER, CALL 9703924419 OR VISIT: Shop.IAmCountryside.com
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#9852

$17.99

Member: $15.29

BEST
SELLER!

NEW
ITEM!
COMFORT FOOD COOKBOOK
Open up the Comfort Food Cookbook and
discover how easy it is to make delicious
comfort food with a few wholesome
ingredients that will bring the whole
family together. With 230 recipes from the
archives of long-running country lifestyle
magazine Grit, you’re sure to find your
next favorite meal!
#9093 $24.99 Member: $19.99

MOTHER EARTH NEWS BREAD
Roll up your sleeves, warm up your oven,
and find a new favorite bread with help
from the recipes found in the updated
cookbook Mother Earth News Bread!
From intense, chewy sourdough to
light, airy focaccia, many of today’s most
popular breads are best when they’re
fresh from the oven.
#9094 $24.99 Member: $19.99

NEW
ITEM!

NEW
ITEM!

SAVORY DINNER PIES
With over 80 recipes and fresh illustrations, Savory
Dinner Pies is a cookbook and a global tour of
culinary traditions. Learn how to make classic
Americana chicken pot pie, British steak and ale
pies, Indian potato and pea samosas, spicy Spanish
empanadas, and many more versions of one of the
world’s most prolific go-to dinners. Recipes for a
range of crusts and make-ahead ideas are included,
along with how to use the almighty leftover to
create pie masterpieces that are all your own!
#11755 $29.99 Member: $25.49

KILNER BUTTER CHURNER
The Kilner butter churner offers the
easy way to make homemade butter!
Simply place heavy whipping cream
into the butter churner, turn the handle,
and in no time you can enjoy fresh and
delicious butter. The churner can hold
up to 34 fluid ounces and comes with
recipes! It measures 4.3 inches wide by
10.6 inches high by 6.5 inches long, and
is hand wash only.
#8994 $55.00 Member: $49.99
BUTTER KEEPER
Keep your butter soft and spreadable for up to 30 days, without
refrigeration with this Butter Keeper! Simply pour approximately 1/2”
of water in the basin, fill the top of the butter keeper with butter,
and turn it upside down so the water is covering the top of the
butter (water in the base seals out air and should be changed every
2-3 days). Measures 3.5” with a capacity for one stick of butter. Hand
washing recommended.
#10292 $11.99 Member: $10.99

THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DEHYDRATING FOOD
This essential companion for putting your food dehydrator to
work features instructions and techniques for drying all the
most popular fruits and vegetables, along with meat and herbs.
Discover an easy and economical way to stock your pantry
with apple rings, mango slices, banana chips, dried soup beans,
tomatoes, and much more.
#9382 $24.95 Member: $21.21

NEW
4 TRAY FOOD DEHYDRATOR
ITEM!
Skip the snack aisle at the grocery store and make healthy
DIY treats with this 4 tray food dehydrator. The powerful 500
watt base-mounted heater and quiet fan ensure constant airflow
for consistent even drying without having to rotate the trays.
Featuring four temperature presets, you’ll have wholesome foods
you can trust within hours. Easily check foods through the clear
vented lid. The 4 stackable trays provide up to 3 square feet of
drying space. The trays and lid are BPA-free and easy to clean.
#11730 $64.99 Member: $59.99
NEW
ITEM!

NEW
ITEM!
THE CHICKEN BIBLE
Chicken is the go-anywhere, eat-withanything, highly transformable crowd
favorite that always fills the bill. Find
exactly what you’re looking for (and
more!) with a wide breadth of themed
chapters, including Easy Dinners, Classic
Braises, Breaded and Fried, Pasta and
Noodles, and more. With over 500
recipes included, you could eat chicken
every night and never tire of it.
#10779 $40.00 Member: $34.00

THE BARBECUE! BIBLE
Redesigned inside and out, The Barbecue!
Bible now includes full-color photographs
illustrating food preparation, grilling
techniques, ingredients, and those irresistible
finished dishes. A section has been added
with answers to the most frequently asked
grilling questions, plus the author’s proven
tips, quick solutions to common mistakes and
more. Also featured is over 500 of the very
best barbecue recipes from around the world.
#11603 $24.95 Member: $21.21

Mention Promo Code: MCSPAMZ5 SALES ENDS 11/18/22
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BEST
SELLER!

RAISE BACKYARD BEES
In Raise Backyard Bees, you will find
beekeeping information on building
beehives, installing bees in the hive,
gathering up a swarm, breeding queen
bees, caring for your bees, harvesting
honey, and processing honey for sale.
#9039 $24.95 Member: $19.95

HEN AND THE ART OF CHICKEN MAINTENANCE
This is a book about keeping chickens, but it is also a featherclad soap opera of primal urges. Its pages are filled with the
quest for absolute power, sex, death, jealousy, and huge vet
bills. Beyond all the intrigue and drama, however, there are
even some practical lessons to be learned about what not to
do when keeping chickens. Martin Gurdon’s hilarious “chicken
memoir” reflects on the highs and lows of chicken ownership.
The relationship between bird and human is by turns
heartwarming and bewildering, but it is always entertaining.
#9670 $19.99 Member: $16.99

SIMPLIFY YOUR HOMESTEAD PLAN
In Simplify Your Homestead Plan, experienced homesteader
and community leader Cyndi Ball will show you how to
get in touch with what you want out of this lifestyle and
how to achieve it. You’ll reflect on your personal strengths
and interests and then use them to make effective plans
to meet your goals in a smart, sustainable way.
#9949 $17.99 Member: $14.39

MOTHER EARTH NEWS SELF-RELIANCE
AND COUNTRY SKILLS
This issue starts with advice from veteran
homesteaders on how to live off-grid and
different tools and tactics that will help
keep your homestead running. Next, the
issue dives deep into the ins and outs of
everyday life. You’ll learn how to grow your
own fruit trees, build a greenhouse out of
recycled materials, raise honeybees, and
more! The 40 articles found in this special
issue constitute an invaluable reference
you’ll want to return to again and again.
#9871 $14.99 Member: $11.99

NEW
ITEM!
BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO
LIVING ON LESS
Saving money and sticking to a
budget is important whether you live
in the city or out in the country. The
Mother Earth News Beginner’s Guide
to Living on Less is full of information
and tips that will help you save a
buck or two and stick to your budget.
Whether you’re growing, making, and
preserving your own food, learning to
build your own furniture, raising your
own milk goats, or growing your own
firewood, this issue will be a resource
you keep returning to.
#10134 $12.99 Member: $10.99

TO ORDER, CALL 9703924419 OR VISIT: Shop.IAmCountryside.com
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THE SMALL-SCALE POULTRY
FLOCK, REVISED EDITION
The Small-Scale Poultry Flock provides
a comprehensive reference for all
homesteaders on the details of raising
chickens for eggs and meat. Includes
professional advice in flock planning,
housing, feed, health, processing,
and developing small commercial
opportunities. Also included is stepby-step photographs of important
processes and procedures. A series
of appendices include detailed
plans for poultry structures, recipes,
and sample documents for flock
management.
#11750 $39.95 Member: $33.96

BEST
SELLER!

BEST
SELLER!

BUILDING SMALL BARNS,
SHEDS & SHELTERS
Here is everything you need to know
to build your own outbuildings,
including tool sheds, woodsheds,
barns, underground root cellars,
smokehouses, animal shelters and
fences. Monte Burch provides easyto-follow instructions along with
complete information on tools and
materials, foundations, floors, framing,
sheathing, roofing, wiring, plumbing,
adding doors and windows, finishing
details, and more.
#525 $18.95 Member: $16.11

COMPLETE CROCK WATER SYSTEM
Encourage better hydration for your
family by making pure, healthy water
convenient. The Complete Crock
Water System turns water from wells,
streams, rain, and more into ready-todrink water! This crock’s ceramic filter
removes 99.999 percent of bacteria,
so you’ll always have access to clean
water. Please allow two weeks for
delivery. Available for shipment
continental U.S. addresses only.
#9287 $179.99

JOHN DERIAN DANCING
BUTTEFLIES PUZZLE
With its deep, jewel like tones, Dancing
Butterflies captures that time when the
simple reproduction of color was a thing
of wonder. This print from the nineteenth
century features seven species of
butterfly, the faint ID numbers still visible,
hovering over a beautifully etched thistle
in the kind of art-meets-science still life
that inspired a generation of Victorian
naturalists. Featuring 750 full-color
interlocking pieces.
#10886 $19.95 Member: $17.95

to

Use this replacement filter in your
Complete Crock Water System for turning
water from wells, streams, rain, and more
into ready-to-drink water! The ceramic
filter is filled with pharmaceutical-grade
carbon and other special adsorbents to
eliminate fluoride, lead, arsenic, and much
more! Please allow two weeks for delivery.
Available for shipment to continental U.S.
addresses only.
Replacement Filter: Single #9497
Member: $ 59.99
Replacement Filter: 2-Pack #10829 Member: $109.99
Replacement Filter: 3-Pack #10830 Member: $149.99

TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEEHIVE!
Turn This Book into a Beehive! teaches
kids all about the fascinating world of
bees. The fun exercises, activities, and
illustrations engage their imagination
and offer a deeper understanding of
bee life and bee behavior. By following
a few simple steps (including removing
the book’s cover and taping it together),
readers can transform the book into an
actual living home for backyard bees.
#9248 $19.95 Member: $16.96

ON THE FARM
On the Farm is a virtually instructionfree, seek-and-find picture book where
kids are introduced to a unique cast of
characters who are hidden in plain sight
on every page. As you seek them out,
each character’s storyline unfolds, but
it’s up to the kids to interpret the scenes
and create stories they think fit. It’s hours
upon hours of fun and an effortless
introduction to literacy, to boot.
#9219 $12.95 Member: $11.01

KIDS’ GARDEN
Dig in, explore the garden and have
fun indoors and out! 50 easy-to-follow
activity cards in five engaging categories
invite children to learn not just the
basics of gardening, but also new ways
of looking at nature. Creative games,
nature-themed crafts and unique
experiments are enhanced by colorful
collage artwork on each double-sided
card. Kid-friendly explanations of the
history and science behind each activity
make this product a valuable multilayered educational resource.
#10925 $14.99 Member: $12.74

MASON JAR SCIENCE
Heatproof, transparent, and durable, the
mason jar is a science lab just waiting
to be discovered. Unlock its potential
with 40 dynamic experiments for
budding scientists ages 8 and up. Using
just a jar and a few ordinary household
items, children learn to create miniature
clouds, tiny tornadoes, small stalactites,
and, more! Each fun-packed project
offers small-scale ways to illustrate the
big-picture principles of chemistry,
botany, biology, physics, and more.
#9216 $14.95 Member: $12.71

Mention Promo Code: MCSPAMZ5 SALES ENDS 11/18/22
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“A day without laughter is a day wasted. ” — Charlie Chaplin

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER READER CONTEST
All words can be found within this issue of COUNTRYSIDE.
HAVE FUN AND GOOD LUCK!

November/December Reader Contest
1. EEEIKEPBGN ____________________________________________________________________________
2. BEFE __________________________________________________________________________________
3. IWSEN RVEEF ____________________________________________________________________________
4. ESROH ________________________________________________________________________________
5. SRTNEANGRTAA ETKRUY ____________________________________________________________________
6. ICNMEARA HNILLHACIC _____________________________________________________________________
7. NAMRUE _______________________________________________________________________________
8. RUGCATIULRE ___________________________________________________________________________
9. AUCSARLV TYSMSE ________________________________________________________________________
10. SLITREEP ______________________________________________________________________________
11. DENWOO OOSPSN ________________________________________________________________________
12. RLUAFG OSHILDAY _______________________________________________________________________
13. TORRNCAIDTOYC CCNEIDENOF ______________________________________________________________
14. INECMSHOGLOHO ________________________________________________________________________
15. AGGNNKVHIIST _________________________________________________________________________
16. CNANOIMN _____________________________________________________________________________
17. NNIEOVS ______________________________________________________________________________
18. RDKSNEEI TRGNEMA ______________________________________________________________________
19. COEHLCATO RYEHRC ADNCY ________________________________________________________________
20. TAERUCP UORY EOCNTRUSIYD ______________________________________________________________

Name: __________________________ Address: _________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________ Phone: ______________________________
The winner will be chosen randomly from all of the submissions returned by December 1, 2022. The winner of the
July/August Reader Contest was Jessica Cauthon. Congratulations to you, Jessica! Enjoy your new camp mug.

Win a Countryside Mug! To submit, either:
Print, fill out, and mail to:
Countryside Reader Contest
1503 SW 42nd Street, Topeka, KS 66609
Print, fill out, then take a
picture and email to:
editor@countrysidemag.com
Be sure to include your contact information so we can
inform you if you won the Countryside mug. Available
for purchase at iamcountryside.com/shop
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almanack
Poor Will’s COUNTRYSIDE

LATE FALL AND EARLY WINTER OF 2022
BY W. L. FELKER
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

It’s not advised
to put a heater
in your chicken
coop. Chickens
don’t need it, and
it increases the
likelihood of fire.
Use abundant
litter instead.

Take orders for
your Thanksgiving
turkeys. Don’t
forget the feather
market; large,
dyed feathers can
bring $1.00 each.

For holiday
shows, prepare
rootings of
pothos, spider
plants, Christmas
cacti, wandering
Jew, and jade
tree cuttings to
enhance your
displays.
3

Pregnant animals
should be
drinking more
water. Regular
weighing will help
you watch their
progress. Keep
water free of ice.

The physical
condition of your
cows in fall is
critical for their
health in winter.
Assess their
nutritional needs
now before it is
too late.

Your chickens
will need 13 to 14
hours of daylight
for laying eggs.
You can keep
lights on in the
coop that long to
encourage laying.

Make sure your
bees have enough
ventilation to
prevent moisture
condensation
within the hive.

The waning moon
favors clipping
hair and feet,
worming, cleaning
stalls, tattooing,
castrating goats
born last spring,
and giving
vaccinations.

If you are treating
your goats for
mites, get all the
goats at once
since mites are
contagious! That’s
true for sheep, too!

Try a tablespoon of
paprika and one of
molasses for your
winter rheumatism
and your livestock’s
— especially before
a cold front.

Carefully monitor
nutrition of your
pregnant animals;
that’s one of the
major ways to
prevent abortions.

1

Today’s end of
Daylight Saving
Time could cause
animals and
family to be out
of sorts because
of the change
in their daily
schedule.

The change to
Standard Time
makes commuters’
after-work travel
more dangerous
because of
darkness and
deer.

6

7

Train your guinea
fowl to roost in a
coop or shelter
with roosting bars
at night in order
to keep them safe
from predators.

The rutting period
of white-tailed
deer has begun in
the central part of
the country. Their
activity increases,
favorable for
hunting, but
causing more
accidents.
14

Save your best
quality feed supplies
for the colder
months and the
months closest to
birthing time.

Stock your
medicine cabinet:
tincture of iodine
for disinfecting the
navels of kids and
lambs; hydrogen
peroxide and
alcohol for treating
superficial cuts.

Consider
ultrasound to verify
pregnancy of
animals that were
bred in September
or October. The
test is reliable to
about 60 days
from breeding.

Take special care
feeding pregnant
mares: horses
bred in April
begin their period
of most rapid fetal
development at
this time of year.

21

22

Worm your
animals, check for
foot rot, trim feet,
and treat for mites
and lice.

Rheumatism
in livestock
increases during
the cold, damp
weather. Watch
for weight loss
and lameness,
two major signs of
that disease.

You and your
animals may
need up to one
third more feed
in winter than in
summer, but overfeeding is not
good for beasts
or people.

13

20

27

28

8

15
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29

2

9
Provide a dry run
for your rabbits
and offer toys
that will help
them overcome
boredom and
be more active
through winter.

16
Today’s new
moon, followed
by lunar perigee
on the 25th,
will increase
the chance of a
blizzard or ice
storm during
Thanksgiving.

23

Reduce the
number of
animals per
acre on waning
pasture; transition
them to winter
feeding patterns.

30

10

4

11

17

18

Complete sow
breeding for early
spring litters.
Prepare farrowing
quarters that are
warm, have good
ventilation, but
are protected
from the wind.

If you raise sheep,
plan for the
hothouse market,
a winter period
during which to
market your fall
lambs that are 9
to 16 weeks old.

24

5

Fertilize trees
and bushes
after leafdrop is
complete. Prune
fruit-bearing
bushes. Wrap
young trees
against the
coming cold.

12

Prepare for
bedding plant
seeding under the
dark moon. Use
sterile soil (or bake
it to kill bacteria).
Keep soil moist and
warm once seeds
are planted.

19

After today, the
percentage of
cloudy days rapidly
increases over
the average for
early November,
increasing the
likelihood for S.A.D.

25

November

26

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Explore the
southern states for
mistletoe after all
the leaves come
down. Mistletoe
can favor cash
as well as love!

December

Prune trees and
shrubs before
the moon turns
new on the 23rd,
the lunar pivot
for fresh growth
to begin.

2

1
Put an entrance
reducer in your
beehives to
keep mice from
entering. Set
up windbreaks
in front of your
hives to lessen
winter chill.

Start lategestation rations
for ewes and
does bred in
September. Be
alert for unusual
weight gains
or losses.

4

Add nutrients to
dormant pasture in
order to produce
better yields
next spring.

11
Don’t let your
rabbits’ water
freeze. Resolve
to bring your
rabbits warmed
water every day.

18
Keep Christmas
candy, chocolates,
onions, mince
pie, candles,
and raisins away
from your pets.
Stick to standard
animal treats.

25

As you sell your
produce for
Christmas, explore
how to supply the
Hanukkah and
Kwanza markets
in your area.

6

5
Consider
wrapping your
beehives in
black roofing
paper if the
winter is colder
than normal.

Testing of stored
forage soon can
pay dividends
by helping you
prepare balanced
winter rations
for your flock
and herd.

12
Tamp down the
snow around
younger fruit
trees after each
snowstorm to
protect them from
mice working
under the surface.

19

13
Reduce protein
in the feed you
give your chickens
and increase
feed quantity and
carbohydrates
for winter.

20

Separate your
Shear ewes due
thinnest pregnant
to lamb near the
ewes and does now end of January.
and give them a
little extra attention
in order to improve
their body condition
and reduce risk
of abortion.

26

27

Today’s full moon
will introduce
early winter with
storms and chill
throughout the
U.S. and Canada.

In the warm spells
between highpressure systems,
watch for spoiled
silage — a source
of sick livestock
in late fall and
early winter.

7

SATURDAY

The new moon
on December
23, followed by
lunar perigee on
the 24 is likely
to complicate
holiday travel
with storms.

8

Order sunflower,
beet, Jerusalem
artichoke,
pumpkin, comfrey,
carrot, kale, and
turnip seeds for
a goat browse
garden.

3
Explore solid
state chargers for
your fences to
lessen the chance
that an animal
could receive a
dangerous level
of current.

9

10

Consider offering
seaweed or
seaweed meal (or
salt) in seperate
containers in your
sheep’s diet; it is
said to make the
wool fine and soft.

Chinese New Year
takes place on
January 22 next
year (the Year of
the Rabbit). Plan a
marketing strategy
for this niche.

The worst winter
weather usually
comes in the
third week of
December, the
first 20 days of
January, and the
first two weeks
of February.

Keep plenty of
lukewarm water
available for your
chickens when
temperatures fall
below freezing.
And don’t let any
of your livestock’s
water freeze.

16

17

Pruning season
gets underway
as average highs
drop into the
30s; it continues
until the average
highs climb once
again past 40.

Reserve your
Take advantage of
the dark moon; get ready-to-lay pullets
your bedding plants for summer.
planted under
lights. Root grape
vine cuttings, too.

Scours (or diarrhea)
is a common
aliment of sheep
associated with
prolonged wintry
conditions. Be alert
for overly moist and
frequent droppings.

14

15

21
Layout business
expense receipts.
Review income
and losses of
2022. Make
plans to increase
productivity and
sales outreach
in 2023.

22
Breed sheep and
goats in early winter
for “spring babies”
that will be able to
take advantage of
fresh May pastures.

28

23
If you are drawing
tourists to your dairy
or petting area,
breed for kids and
lambs to be ready
for the first wave
of passers-by.

29

30

24
Precipitation and
relatively mild
conditions often
occur before the
last front of the
calendar year.
Then deep winter
grips the nation
for six weeks.

31

The trumpet of a prophecy! O Wind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?
Percy Bysshe Shelly
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THE SUN Daylight Saving Time ends on November
6 at 2:00 a.m. On November 22, the sun enters its
early winter sign of Sagittarius. Winter solstice occurs
on December 21 at 4:48 p.m. The sun enters the deep
winter constellation of Capricorn at the same time.
Sun-Standing-Still Time, the darkest period of the
year, begins December 5 and lasts through the first
week of the New Year.
THE PLANETS Jupiter travels overhead in Pisces
during the evening, following the Great Square and
setting after midnight. Mars arises with Orion from
the east after dark and continues to share Taurus
with the red star, Aldebaran. By the end of the
month, Venus appears once again, now in the far
west after sunset in Sagittarius. Saturn in Capricorn
follows Venus into the horizon.
THE STARS If you find the Big Dipper at midnight
this month, you can keep real time in this new year
by watching that constellation move around Polaris,
the North Star.

The nights during the middle of December, the
Dipper lies in the east, its pointers, the outside stars
of its “cup” point due west and mark the start of
the Earth’s fresh cycle. As our planet turns towards
spring, the Big Dipper moves out towards the center
of the heavens, and its pointers are aligned northsouth just when daffodils bloom and the trees start to
blossom in April.
Then when the Dipper has moved to the western
side of Polaris, and its pointers are lying east-west,
summer will have reached its zenith. When the Dipper
lies along the northern horizon, pointing due south up
at the North Star, the leaves will all be falling from the
maples. And as the Dipper comes around east again,
it brings a New Year once more.
THE SHOOTING STARS The Taurids meteor shower
peaks this year on November 4-5, but the full moon
will make viewing difficult. Look for these shooting
stars in Taurus as it precedes Orion out of the east.
The Leonid meteor shower reaches its best on the

LUNAR FEEDING PATTERNS FOR PEOPLE AND BEASTS
When the Moon is above the continental United States, creatures are typically most active. The
second-most-active times occur when the Moon is below the earth.

DATE
November 1
November 2-7
November 8-15
November 16-22
November 23-30
December 1-6
December 7-15
December 16-22
December 23-29
December 30-31

BEST
Afternoons
Evenings
Midnight to Dawn
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings
Midnight to Dawn
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings

SECOND-BEST
Midnight to Dawn
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings
Midnight to Dawn
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings
Midnight to Dawn
Mornings

night of November 17-18. Expect no more than 30
shooting stars per hour. They will most likely come
out of Leo, deep in the eastern sky.
The Geminid meteor shower lasts from December
7-17, and its peak occurs on December 13-14,
sometimes bringing up to 100 shooting stars per
hour. The waning moon may obscure some the
shooting stars, but the meteors of this shower are
so numerous you should be able to find many of
them following Orion in Gemini.
The month’s second shower, the Ursids, will fall
across the sky on December 21-22 at the rate of just
a handful every hour. Look for them near the North
Star. The dark moon will create favorable conditions
for seeing them.
THE WEATHER OUTLOOK Weather history suggests
that the cold waves of this period usually cross the
Mississippi River on or about November 2, 6, 11, 16,
20, 24, and 28 and December 3, 8, 15, 20, 25, and 29.
Snow or rain often occurs prior to the passage of each
major front. It is likely that the full moon on November
8 will put a brisk end to the milder days early in the
month, but lunar apogee will soften some of the power
of lunar phase and allow a relatively gentle mid-month.
New moon and perigee, however, will bring storms for
Thanksgiving week.
Full moon on December 7 is almost certain to bring in
the season of early winter with snow and cruel wind.
As the moon wanes, however, and moves farther
from Earth, it is likely that middle December will be
relatively mild, providing traditional “Halcyon Days”
for late harvesters.
All of that will change with the advent of the new moon
and perigee, which are likely to complicate travel and
bring a white Christmas to the nation’s midsection
and the East. On the other hand, the New Year’s
cold front should be mild and bring an uneventful
beginning to 2023.

PHASES OF THE MOON

THE SCKRAMBLER
The farther north you live,
the more important it is to
unsckramble the following:
NIWETR
OOTBS
EEECLF
EABLNKT
INGDDSLE
ELEST
OWNS
LLBWNSOA
IIESLCC
SLATSYRC
SSHYLU
VELOHS

EDLS
SSIK
OOAGTBGN
ECI
SFRTO
DLOC
DOLUCY
ZAILBDRAZ
UNBDEL
GLENJI
TMITNSE

The 3rd, 27th, and 44th correct
answers will win their entrants five
dollars! Send your answers to :
Poor Will
P.O. Box 431
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
There should be no typos in this
puzzle, and no typo prize will be
awarded. If you happen to find a
typo, however, you may simply
skip that word without penalty.

WINNERS & ANSWERS

OF THE JULY/AUGUST SCKRAMBLER
The Almanack promised $5.00 to the 2nd,
8th, 23rd, and 54th persons who submitted
the correct answers to the July-August
Sckrambler: The 2nd person was Ricky Lusty
of Richland Springs, TX; the 8th was Geoffry
Hallstead of Canandaigua, NY; the 23rd was
Diana Johnson of Lima, OH. Only 33 correct
answers were received.
ORMSW/WORMS
THGNI WARCSREL/
NIGHT CRAWLERS
WREDSMRO/REDWORMS
EEELCHS/LEECHES
MNNWSIO/MINNOWS
LESE/EELS
HASD/SHAD
SRNHSEI/SHINERS
SRECKSU/SUCKERS
ESILF/FLIES
RICKCTES/CRICKETS
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SRPPHSSRGAOE/
GRASSHOPPERS
GOUHD LALSB/
DOUGH BALLS
NACDNE NOCR/
CANNED CORN
UTC TBAI/ CUT BAIT
URGBS/ GRUBS
ALEM SWORM/
MEAL WORMS
CRFSHAIY/CRAYFISH
NITSKAITSB/STINKBAITS
SRINNESP/ SPINNERS

Copyright 2022 – W. L. Felker

Throughout late fall and early winter, robins
depart the North, and geese often migrate to
holding sites throughout the continent, often
forming great flocks that spend December and
January in a single, protected location close to
food and water. Then in February and March,
the cold-weather fellowship loosens to pairing,
and the flocks break up, the geese flying off
in pairs to nest. Not unlike the geese, crows
frequently come together in large murders
(the official name for their “flock”) to feed
and commune in one location during winter
months. They often grow restless and disperse
at the arrival of migrating crows late in January.
November 1: The Robin Migration Moon
enters its second quarter: 1:37 a.m.
November 8: Full Moon: 6:02 a.m. TOTAL
LUNAR ECLIPSE before dawn.
November 16: Last Quarter: 8:27 a.m.
November 14: Lunar apogee (when the
Moon is farthest from Earth): 2:00 a.m.
November 23: The Goose Gathering Moon is
new at 5:57 p.m.
November 25: Lunar perigee (when the
Moon is closet to Earth): 5:00 p.m.
November 30: Second quarter: 9:37 a.m.
December 7: The Goose Gathering Moon is
full: 11:08 p.m.
December 16: Last Quarter: 3:56 a.m.
December 11: Lunar apogee (when the Moon
is farthest from Earth): 7:00 p.m.
December 23: The Crow Moon is new at
5:17 a.m.
December 24: Lunar perigee (when the
Moon is closet to Earth): 3:00 a.m.
December 29: Second Quarter: 8:21 p.m.
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IF YOU'RE
READING THIS,
SO ARE YOUR
CUSTOMERS.

PRESSURE COOKERS/CANNERS

SELF PRESERVATION
FOR YOUR GENERATION AND THE NEXT

DOES
SE
NOT U
TS
E
GASK

Designed & Manufactured
IN THE U.S.A. SINCE 1930

Visit
www.allamerican1930.com
to find an online retailer
or call us direct at 920-682-8627

ADVERTISE TODAY!
E-mail: adinfo@ogdenpubs.com
Or Call: 800-678-5779

ADVERTISE
WITH US!

To advertise in
marketplace, email

adinfo@ogdenpubs.com
or call 800-678-5779

Want Healthy Trees?

When the leaves start to fall, its the best time to feed your trees.
(This is when they pull in nutrition and get ready for next year.)
CHICKEN SOUP
FOR THE SOIL®

Loaded with nutrients for higher
quality fruits and vegetables!

• Fruit trees

TREE SECRET®

Before

After

Feed your trees and create a
lush paradise around the yard!

• Evergreen & Deciduous trees

CONNECT
ONLINE WITH
COUNTRYSIDE:
iamcountryside.com

Time to Repair Your Lawn!

DR. JIMZ VELVET
GREEN LAWN FOOD®

Perfectly baqlanced lawn fertilizer
for healthy soil and lawns!

Grow Higher Quality
Fruits & Vegetables!
www.DrJimZ.com • 208-602-2844 • 933 N Kings Rd. Nampa, Idaho 83687
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REACH OVER 100,000 PEOPLE FOR JUST $60/YEAR!
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2023 DEADLINE: OCTOBER 20, 2022
ALPACAS

POULTRY

California
Macedo’s Mini Acre Alpacas California ALPACAS
Fiber, yarn, finished alpaca garments. Pet/breeding
stock available. Maureen, Turlock, CA 209-648-2384;
www.macedosminiacres.com

BEES
Arkansas
TYSON HONEY FARM Alex & Kristie Tyson Ashdown,
AR. 71822. Phone number 903-276-2406 www.
TysonHoneyFarm.com TysonHoneyFarm@gmail.
com Organically managed Carniolan/Italian cross
honeybees Queens, Nucs & Singles.

CATTLE
Arkansas
GRAMYBEAR FARM, Clair Gorton, 1068 Sycamore Lane, Leslie, AR 72645. 870-447-2869.
gramybear@gmx.com Mini Jerserys. Fonnie
Thoman Line.

Missouri
HEARTLAND HIGHLAND CATTLE ASSOC. & Registry.
Scottish Highland cattle, 976 State Hwy. 64 Tunas,
MO 65764, www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.
org, Email heartlandhighlandcattle@gmail.com 417345-0575 or 417-733-3201 text. Free info packet.

DOGS
Missouri
We specialize in Australian Mountain Dogs, go
to passionflowerfamilydogs.com for contact information and details also find us on Facebook.com/
Passion Flower Family Dogs. MO

GOATS
DAIRY GOATS

POULTRY

California
METZER FARMS, 26000C Old Stage Rd., Gonzales, CA 93926. Year-roundhatching. Nationwide
shipping. Free catalog now, 800-424-7755. www.
metzerfarms.com Ducklings: Pekin, Rouen, Khaki
Campbell, Golden 300 Egg Layer, White Layer, Blue
Swedish, Buff, Cayuga, Mallard, Welsh Harlequin,
White Crested & Runners (Black, Chocolate, Blue,
Fawn & White), Saxony Silver Appleyard. Goslings: Embden, White Chinese, Brown Chinese,
Toulouse. Dewlap Toulouse, African, Buff, Tufted
Buff, Sebastopol, Pilgrim, Classic Roman, French
Toulouse, Chicks: Cornish Cross, Keets: French
Pearl Guineas.

WATERFOWL
Minnesota
Johnson’s Waterfowl 36882, 160th Ave. NE Middle
River, Minnesota 56737, 218-222-3556, website:
www.johnsonswaterfowl.com. Breeds: White or
Buff Africans, Giant Pekins, Silver Appleyards,
Saxony, Black or Blue Magpies, Black, Blue, Mallard, White, Penciled and Emery Penciled Runners,
White, Grey, Pastel, Snowy, Penciled, Black Bibbed,
and Blue Bibbed Calls.

SHEEP

Illinois
CHICKEN SCRATCH POULTRY, Larry & Angela
McEwen, 14025 Cty Rd 975 E, McLeansboro,
IL 62859. 618-643-5602. larry_angie@chickenscratchpoultry.com www.chickenscratchpoultry.
com Coronation Sussex, Light Sussex, Lavender
Orpington, Chocolate Orpington, Jubilee Orpington, Black Orpington, Black Copper Marans, Blue
Copper Marans, Blue Laced Red Wyandotte,
Crested Cream Legbar, Welsummers, Blue Ameraucana, Black Ameraucana, Rumpless Araucana,
Olive Egger, Ayam Cemani, Maline, Silkies.
Iowa
County Line Hatchery, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd.,
Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-9130, Find us on
Facebook: County Line Hatchery. Rare and fancy peafowl, guineas, chickens, ducks, turkeys,
geese, bantams and more. Featuring Showgirls
and Silkies. Most economical and diverse poultry
assortment available.
Missouri
CACKLE HATCHERY®, PO Box 529, Lebanon, MO 65536. 417-532-4581. Fancy chicks,
ducks, geese, turkeys, bantams, guineas,
pheasants, quail, chukar. Over 200 varieties! cacklehatchery@cacklehatchery.com
www.cacklehatchery.com

BLACKBELLY
BARBADOS BLACKBELLY SHEEP ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL, registry for American Blackbelly
& Barbados Blackbelly hair sheep. Gorgeous,
exotic-looking sheep. No shearing, very hardy,
worm-tolerent, regularly twin unassisted. Bred
for superior meat quality! Directory of breeders at
www.blackbellysheep.org
DORSET
North Carolina
CANE CREEK VALLEY FARM, Margaret Burns,
301 Cane Creek Rd, Rutherfordton, NC 28139.
828-286-0159. dorsetsrus@yahoo.com
Purebred Dorsets since 1974.

Colorado
YARROW DELL FARM, Lauren & Matt Kuckkahn,
Hayden, CO. yarrowdellfarm@gmail.com California variegated mutant sheep. Registered &
unregistered CVMs, Icelandic chickens, Livestock
guardian dogs.
POLYPAY
Pennsylvania
LANE’S END FARM, Jan Motter, 12211 W. Rt.
973, Jersey Shore, PA 17740. 570-398-2078.
mottersheep1@verizon.net Oldest flock east of
the Mississippi.

Pennsylvania

Iowa
D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd.,
Coggon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819. rranch@iowatelecom.net Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings
selling 200 head annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine, Saanen.
OBERHASLI
Maryland
DINGLEBERRY FARM, Janet and Steve Davis,
drjanetdvm@verizon.net, 5309 Wye Creek Drive,
Frederick, Maryland. 301-473-5260. Registered
Oberhaslis for milk and companionship!

HOFFMAN HATCHERY, INC. PO Box 129, Gratz,
PA 17030. 717-365-3694. www.hoffmanhatchery.
com Chicks, turkeys, ducklings, goslings, guineas,
gamebirds, bantams, equipment. FREE CATALOG.

SHROPSHIRE
Pennsylvania
LANE’S END FARM, Jan Motter, 12211 W. Rt. 973, Jersey Shore, PA 17740. 570-398-2078. mottersheep1@
verizon.net Our Shropshires are “Meat-wagons!”

GAME BIRDS
Minnesota
OAKWOOD GAME FARM, INC., PO Box 274,
Princeton, MN 55371. 800-328-6647. www.oakwoodgamefarm.com Ringneck Pheasant eggs or
one day old chicks. Available April thru July. Call
or write for price list.

ASSOCIATIONS
WANT MEAT? WANT MILK? Want both in a midsized package? Then KINDER GOATS are the
goat for you! Friendly, productive and thrifty they
are the perfect homestead goat! www.kindergoatbreeders.com

Countryside Classifieds
1503 SW 42nd Street
Topeka, KS 66609
croberts@ogdenpubs.com
866-848-5416
The January/February 2023 issue closes October 20, 2022
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ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

COOKBOOK

www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.org
POLAR
G-Class
Best Downdraft

OPEN REGISTRY
FOR HIGHLAND CATTLE
Contact for a free informational packet.
www.heartlandhighlandcattleassociation.org
www.highlandauction.com
heartlandhighlandcattle@gmail.com
417.345.0575 or text 417.733.3201
NORTH AMERICAN BABYDOLL SOUTHDOWN
SHEEP ASSOCIATION AND REGISTRY (NABSSAR)
Protecting, preserving, and promoting the BABYDOLL Southdown. Affordable yearly dues, registrations, & transfers. Quarterly newsletter. BoDs
available to answer questions. Online breeders list
updated monthly. Member access to pedigrees.
Association is active on social media. www.nabssar.
org NABSSAR
KATAHDIN HAIR SHEEP INTERNATIONAL,
KHSI Operations, PO Box 739, Fowlerville,
MI 48836, 717-335-8280. info@katahdins.org
www.katahdins.org
N AVA J O - C H U R R O S H E E P A S S O C I A TION, PO Box 19840, Boise, ID 83719. 208562-1961. spindanceacres@gmail.com
www.navajo-churrosheep.com
NORTH AMERICAN ROMANOV SHEEP ASSOCIATION, Don Kirts, Secretary, PO Box 1126,
Pataskala, OH 43062-1126. 740-927-3098.
admin@narsa-us.com www.narsa-us.com

OUTDOOR WOOD FURNACE
The industry leader in proven clean burn
technology
• All Fire no smoke.
• Combustion efficiency 99.5%
• Burns up to 60% less wood
• 7 industry firsts
• Carbon neutral
• Oldest renewable energy.
• Compatible with off-grid use

PORTAGE
and
MAIN
Best Updraft
CONTACT
Ultimate Outdoor Furnace LLC
Les Radcliffe
507-254-0622
Polar Furnace Factory Rep Dealer/Agent
opportunities
www.ultimateoutdoorfurnace.com

BEEKEEPING
MILLER BEE SUPPLY YOUR BEEKEEPING EXPERTS SINCE 1976! Check us out for all your
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting
out or already have bees we are here to assist
your needs. Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 496
Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659.
Email: info@Millerbeesupply.com Website: www.
millerbeesupply.com

BOOKS

OVER 900 RECIPES by Amish and Mennonite
cooks. Gluten free section. $20.00 postpaid.
Rufus and Rachel Zook, 440 N Galbraith Road
C, Mio, MI 48647.

CRAFTS
SEATWEAVING SUPPLIES, chair cane, reed splint,
Shaker Tape, fiber & natural rush. Complete line of
basketmaking supplies. Waxed linen cord. Royalwood Ltd., 517-MEL Woodville Rd., Mansfield, Ohio
44907. 800-526-1630. www.RoyalwoodLtd.com

EGG CARTONS
THE EGG CARTON STORE. Modern service and
speed, old world quality and value. Over 40
years of egg packaging and marketing expertise!
Egg Cartons | Filler Flats | Beautiful Colored Cartons | Poultry Supplies. Call for GREAT wholesale / pallet quantity pricing! 866-333-1132.
FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and filler flats.
WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM

FREE
SOON Church/Government Uniting, Suppressing
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing “National Sunday
Law.” Be Informed! Need mailing address only.
TBSM, Box 374, Ellijay, GA 30540. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

GARDENING

BARBADOS BLACKBELLY SHEEP ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL, registry for American Blackbelly
& Barbados Blackbelly hair sheep. Gorgeous,
exotic-looking sheep. No shearing, very hardy,
worm-tolerent, regularly twin unassisted. Bred
for superior meat quality! Directory of breeders at
www.blackbellysheep.org

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
ALTERNATIVE BUILDING
AWARD-WINNING NOVEL set in rural Ohio in the
1960s. Inspiring for all ages and seasons. $4.99
at all online bookstores.jpenrodscott@gmail.com

Advertise in
BUILD UNDERGROUND houses/shelters/
greenhouses dirt-cheap! Live protected. Slash
energy costs. Featured on HDTV. “Radical and
innovated“ Mother Earth News 800-328-8790
www.undergroundhousing.com

COUNTRYSIDE AND
SMALL STOCK JOURNAL
866-848-5416
croberts@ogdenpubs.com

WE MAKE HANGING
LAUNDRY A BREEZE!
High quality pulley clotheslines
crafted in the USA,
delivered to your door.
330-403-3010
www.skylineclotheslines.com
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BUY, SELL, TRADE • EQUIP YOUR HOMESTEAD • PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
JUST $3.15/WORD: 20 WORD MINIMUM • January/February 2023 issue deadline is October 20, 2022.
(Approval of an ad does not constitute an endorsement)
MILKING EQUIPMENT
Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals
on new milking equipment for cows and goats.
We supply to all size dairies. Call for a free
180pg catalog. 1-800-245-8222.

MUSIC
GOSPEL PIANO CDS Hymns, gospel songs from
days gone by! All instrumental (no singing).
Great for retirees, housewives, quilters, farmers, travelers, everyone! Free brochure. Jacky
Campbell, 216 Spokane Rd, Natchez, MS 39120.
bennycampbell495@yahoo.com

OFF-GRID

Celebrate
Country Living!

NEED OFF-GRID SOLUTIONS? Wood and coal
stoves, chimneys and stovepipe, wood fired canners,
propane ranges and camp stoves, many more items.
Gingerich Stoves and Plumbing LLC, 19091 180th
St., Bloomfied, IA 52537. 641-722-3540.

POULTRY
FREE CATALOG — Chicks, turkeys, ducklings,
goslings, guineas, gamebirds, bantams, equipment. Hoffman Hatchery, Box 129, Gratz, PA 17030.
717-365-3694. www.hoffmanhatchery.com
Colored & White Meat Broilers, layer chicks,
turkeys, lots more. Free catalog. Myers Poultry
Farm, 966 Ragers Hill Rd., South Fork, PA 15956.
814-539-7026. www.myerspoultry.com
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PRESERVING
ALL AMERICAN PRESSURE CANNER, the only
pressure canner that forms a metal to metal seal
eliminating the need for lid gasket replacement.
Offers large capacity canning to make pressure canning your meats, vegetables, and fruits easy. Easy
Cleanup. 800-251-8824. www.allamerican1930.com

SHEEP
Small flock of Shetland sheep for sale in central PA, various colors and ages. Tiny flock of
Oberhasli goats for sale, varied ages, mainly
registered. Call 570-854-4621 & leave message or
markskinner256@gmail.com
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TRACTOR PARTS and more for older and antique
farm tractors. Free access to thousands of articles,
photos, technical info, and our popular discussion
forums. www.YesterdaysTractors.com

Sign Up Today!

Advertise in

COUNTRYSIDE AND
SMALL STOCK JOURNAL
866-848-5416
croberts@ogdenpubs.com

•

Call us at 970-392-4419 or visit us online at
www.IAmCountryside.com PROMO CODE: CYSHSAD
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FREE Shipping
on all full orders
of baby birds
TM

Defining Quality
for Generations
For over a century, Murray McMurray Hatchery has remained a trusted, familyowned business, working tirelessly to ensure our poultry meets the highest
standards. Whether you are an experienced enthusiast, or just embarking on
the journey, look to McMurray Hatchery for guaranteed quality rare and Heritage
breeds, low minimums, and all the supplies you need to raise your flock.
SCAN TO REQUEST A FREE CATALOG

M C M U R R A Y H A T C H E R Y. C O M

800.456.3280

